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Ilk' if,- 111 t 1 CI er ie in the o, ,win_ flh .1 atilt( no rifoJqin-ff, and
!,tabiec'h, n ih nein a bold !der, sif onld lsn LIMO that

P.10-1 i I rt,crn !.0 I-7-IMLUM prole,odonob li'ii inns or ineir visiHrs
vcrre alloody dcolt tv iii lleii,itnI\'. Yet-it reirh1,11 virluall

(iiitiiIib tFii rned,treniet-tt ii vkilor roacti-m Ii rriiieiiii il Tine,s anLI the

study ot n in hv which the twality of what if, gcnerally reterreu III Ci; "the

thu,coni c\;ferience can lie enrnhed \yell o,; gaeui It it, 5 thin field of
inquirt Om the volunic, nrc-cunted in thc-; ;erie; will oddrec thed

hnloeica is die; e qulijectf) ore ()lief lon,-ely retorted bf, hdve
hr011 undertaken ,pf)ract,c,Ilk: :-or over the last hAlt century, 5e,nihiant centri-

Lutions to learning Live re,ioked, hut thoe h3v(2 ',Ached the un(Jorpinning of a
iinumium in re ea reh, te,fue,A And ApnliLa lion. h iti ter 1IH tide, and to

demons.trate once ,ind tor all the validity of the discipline in the museum
environment that the Sniiihiionion Institution, in t07z, lormed a deportment
within the Office of NA itw. um Proff,-Iiip-; charged specifically with exploring, on
a ortutniecl (ht.' In le- Cl M et i\ 11111111w nI 111 interdc tiye JIflhl IL

r dim is not ti =initvic the visitor As such, but ra thtr to analyze how' the
Yi;iter learns hot.v die mu,;eurn affects hirn, what oevu en enn he used to make
the elorienLe morQ meaningf ('\isting exhibi ts, And how one can in nov
oshibitions ineorporAte within the LaL;B: script and tb i! original research principles
ol leorreng which will lead to A more meaningful result. Paralleling this pro-

111 it, the development of mean: to disseminate this reccarch, either that
carried not by the !:;ta ft ol thu mithsonion or by specialists in the field.

It i. 'pp ropriare that iii :irst volume in the series be written by Dr. Chand
kr C,Screven, for it is in Milwaukee, under the leadership of the late Stephen
P. de Borhegyi, Director of thc Mikvaukee Public N-luseuin, that these studies
recvived their earlier impetus. We are grateful to Professnr (3creven for sharing
his long years or study and experimental ion with us, and for allowing us to
Lonlrnun;catc the fruit of hi5 re earch to a broad international oudience.



the imp( m110 Ind Ii ol thk will depend entireby upon the
intereid that the t'inbiect will elicit, the minik that will be attracted to new

held 01- retiear,h, and the openno,,,, ol the museum proteoion in ilccepting a new
tool whn h, 1 tune, liv open mew ve-Wer; ol (onunnnuation and undo standing,

and thereby ici:ter ihc nite,etinp, into the educaton.11 fabric in

the broadet-tt i;entie.

Ch_tubcr 17, 1074
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The museum, in addition to its curatorial and scholarly funetions, i5 also a
learning environment. As a learning environment, museums provide an alterna-
tive place where something called -instruction," "education," "enrichment'
can take place. While this idea is not at all new to utast museum professionals
(Cameron, 1968; Lee, 1968; Screven, 1969; Shettel, 1973; among others), there
is serious question concerning the ex:tent to which many public museums, as
currently constituted, actually perfonn such functions, However, recent ad-
vances in "instructional design" and communications technology" raise irn-
portant new possibilities for utilizing the vast resources of public museums
and art galleries (as well as zoos, parks, and other public access settings) as
alternative sources for productive learning and educational enrichment.

The experimental studies reported in Chapters II, HI, and IV concern some
of these possibililie These particular studies were conclucted in cooperation
with the Milwaukee Public Museuni, under a grant to the University of
VVisconcin-Nlilw iukee from the Bureau of Research of the Office ef Education,
and represent an exploratory effort to see if some principles of instructional
design and human motivation might be helpful in facilitating learning withiu
a public museum.'

A forthcoming hiNiographv c; in inin-;erun visitor beha vi ( El liot

and I name, ) lists a surprisit ly lary, number of papers concerned in MC

way or dnot her with in ti:euni vkit or behavior. Etit very few of these studies
emplovi'd c\peritnental procedures in which particular variables were, syste-
matically manipulated to examine their elf ects on visi tor behavior or Lam-
ing. Experimental research in museum is relatively rare. Examples include
Abler (19o8), Bechtel (I 007), illoomherg (1020), razzini (1972), Mdten (1935,
1936a, 19.36b), Parsons (1968), E. S. Robinson (1028), P. V. Robinson (1960).
5creven ( i 074 el el (19oi3), and Weis; and P,outourlinc (1962).

Even fewer of these have been concerned directly with examining the learning

I HEW Project 7-0138, Crant -ooszs8 2. Special recognition is due Robert Laketa,
who Served as Project Coordinator throughout most of the investigations, and to the late
Dr. Stephen Ile BorhogvL Director of the Milwaukee Public Museum until he was killed
in an automobile accident. Ur. liorliegvi's lucre', t iii the obrutive measurement of rinisetom
visitor behaviors and the furthering of the educational Itt r,ctions of museums 'helped
make these investigations possible.



inxness in the museum environment lt is not surprising, therefore, that little
known about the museum ViSitor, vhat happens to him, Or how to go about

hielping hini relate productively to museum resources. Museum professionals
have st rong beliefs that something is happening to their visitors, but there is
zueat difficulty in defining what tliis is, much less measuring it,

Museums do generate a good deal of exploratory behavior, most of it prob-
ably nindom. umiak is- with any one exhibit are brief, averaging between
al and 10 ,,e,onds (1,1z/ini, 107:; Parsons, 1008; 1908) hardly long
enough tor substantive learning. But sorhe museum professionals in art and
listary inuseums would argue that substantive or "cognitive" learning often

iOt the j)kont, that the objectives of many exhibits are more to change
"'beliefs," "aesthetic sensitivities," "attitudes," "perspectives," "interests," etc,
This may or may not be so, but whether exhibit objective,: are cognitive or
not, little is known concerning the nature of whatever changes do take plaCe,
their direction, their retention, who i5 affected, or how Frequently. What changes
do take place, in any case, anr frequently uncontrolled, more or less random,
and, for the most part, unknown.

The museum as a place for instruction and education may have some unique
advantage5 over more formalized pubhc education for persons of all types and
ages (Lee, 1968; Shettcl, 1973). The museum, For example, is an open learning
environment which, potentially at least, is an eKciting alternative to the con-
ventional, restrictive classroom. Museums have no classrooms, no coercive
forces, and nO grades. The museum visitor is in art exploratory situation, able
to move about at his own pace and on his own erms.

But some of the features which give museums their appeal as open learning
environments pose serious problems, both for measurement and for effective
instnictional communication Thus, the typical museum audience:

(a) is bet ous in age, background, interests, and reasons For being
in the museu

(b) is voluntary cept for visiting school groups) and not rteccssaril
ready to devote time and effort to educational ends;

must be reached while freely moving (often hurrying) along hallwa
While visitors arc free to stop, look, and listen, they are also F

to ignore the relevant and attend to the irrelevant;

(d) has no particular instructional objectives or goals on which go base
its museum evloranons (other than randomly explore).

Also, within any single display, it is difficult to control the order in which
ihe visitor will view certain materials. Therefore, it is difficult to develop
Loncepts vhich build upon One another. Another difficulty is that the visitor's
relationship to an exhibit usually is a one-way, nonresponsive affair in which
he receives no corrective feedback to whatever observing responses he is

making. Jr, most exhibit situations, "discriminative responses," which may be
critical to learning (which is older? larger? Faster? similar? different? etc.), are
neither elicited (by questions or other means) nor selectively reinforced,

To complicate matters further, museum displays are put together by curators,
artists, and other professional speciali5ts with enrich attention to accuracy and

10 1 0



eye appeal, but little (if _ntion to wlwtlicr vki to act ally learn
anything trona them. Worse telAnt0.5t museum ex iihits are put I grtller without
predefined yecific learning tjteomis {leaching goals), Without pre-established
goals, and 5ome way of niontrin whether or not they have been achieved,
there is 00 scientific basis for evalrooting existing dkplays or designing now ones.

Developments in recent yrsArt; in the experinwntal psychology of learning
.and motk,ation (F)kinner, 1)39, 19wi, I lonig, 10(10, Ulrich (t al., 1970, 10Y4)
and in instructional technology ;,tod design (Conliniy;ion Reports, 1971 ;
1 q69 ; Cerlach and Fly, 1071;, Glaser, -100.5; O'Day et al., 1071; Popham and

anpjications for how nthwitms !night go about theBaker, 070) have imporf I

me(eairement, design and evalualion of mnsetim exhibits. Thew methodologies
already are being fpHied to problems in eurriclILuni design for the
public shooko clw-6room manao'Inotn, indwitrial trainmg, paroot-child relate no-

ships, and many other appliod lields (we, for example, Bijou arid Baer, 1905;
lerster and Perrott, 1970; Lliri(h ot al., 107(1, 1074).

In the remaining sections c4 this chapter, we shall consider a number of
aspects of these methodologilos or direct importance to the teaching functions
of museums: the area of so-ealkcl "instructional technology," 50nm principles
for defining instructional goi,'31s for teaching exhibits, the problem of visitor
motivation, the "interactive' exhibit, and some comments on audiovisual
applications in museums,

Iufriictioual Tcclmology and Musetun Ecliica

fristru tional technology involvo; ( i systematic process of arranging instructional
media and activities to facilitWe 0pfecific learning oidionirs . Briefly, the follow-
ing steps ore involved.

11

(I) Characteristics of th iopulation to be taught are identified (ages,
interests, backgro

(2) Learning oute
lished which relied specific learning outcomes.

An analysis is made of the specific learning tasks likely to be required

(4) Instructional sequenkces are designed for producing the learning out-
comes, utilizing whiate'or_ modes and media, human and nonhuman,
seem most efficieritt fon_ this purpose; in public museums, important
media, of course, would be the artifact, simulated environments, etc .

styles, etc.).

r ulated and performance tests are estab-

The tentative system is tried out with representative samples from
the intended learner population, and these results are evaluated in
terms of acceptance, ifiiciency, and its effectiveness in achieving the
learning outcome.

(6) Based on these resuk, the instructional tasks and sequencing are
reanalyzed and m.e,clified to improve results and again retested.

11



There are ,.littering ipprooclies and -,vstenis tor irivit1, wi task .m.ilveit
dnd det-;igning instructional sequencing. However, thnoi all systems
performance of the intended learner; as the final arbiter for evaluating tlw final
instructional program, and it is Ong; Icatiire that must Im applied to museuirn
(-Julio design 11 visitm leal; mg of sonu", the pinnolv y.0,11 1) ii xlubn

ho no-10 risen: andlvsis ti insu ii uondl ii hnologv is that ot

the t corrunis!.,ion kepork on listructunial its hnology (.,ce
16'polt, llowover, thcrc ale many tiLl irdrodui tory treatments of ilia,'

topic and its various facets written tor teacher:;, curriculum designers, and
speciolis15. The museum pioleyjonal seriondy mterested in the te;whing-

learniny, functions of hit; museum exhibitions uvotild do well to familiarrt,e
himself- vith some of this material. Some good introductory books incluile

(1,-171 Mmliv ( ioc,g), and Kelm') f 071) on (he tems

approm fo instruction, Popham and liaker (1070) on goal-reterenced instruc-
tional Lhi.iyi, Faber et al. ( loo5) and and VVilliams (1007) on pro-

giammed keit ruction, and Cierlat h and Idv I jIiJ )1 general text on
and media,

Applying this inethodology to museums would require, Iir1, the development
of reliable nwthock for measuring viiiitor learning and performance. Given the
availability of such measures, the "design" of a museum exhibition woold
include the following:

(I) specifying the instructional goak (learn)ng outcomes) for thu particular
ex.hibition and est abliiibing objeL live assessment procedurei,;

2 breaking exhibition content into instructional elements related to these
instructional goals;

riroviding for some kind OF visitor interaction with these instructional
elernentS which would allow visitors to respond, receive feedback, et.c,;,

providing specific learning goals for the visitor to achieve and, when
needed, additional incentives for learning or achievint; these gook;

evaluating and revising exhibit characteristics during development
until visitor performance meets original instructional goals (x-percen*

visitors achieving x-percent postexhibit mastery standard).

Thk; final point concerning evaluat,ion means that, whichever exhibition
methods (designs) are finally employed, tIwy are evolved uu1irucIIu from

visitor testing. In other xvords, the performance of the visitors themselves
,:olidates the exhibition methods uot professional exhibit designers, educators,
oratorti, er p Nchologists. The latter group establish content and goals, comb,

nate media ani pro,eduresind evaluate te:Jting procedures, but the visitors
themselves establish whether or not these efforts have been successful or
need to he modified.

This means, of course, that an exhibit should be changed (modified) when
put (min visite! ,esting indicates the need for this. The exhibit is adjusted

until it produces the intended learning or behavior changes. Rot, .1.-; pointed

out in On earlier paper hv write! ftikreven. 1,17 this u
almost muttlyable

at present because the that most museum exhibit design, planning,

(3)

(5)

12



and neaallat low. are nov Hit ried out. It'y tin I tiii e\lultil,, aro finally
tinir hiuhet,, have hoen exhaie,ted, their label,. are (lift knit ii h,HT,C, itid
.A) (in,

trl-nwtn,1 (1'17.) ii ii Tcqed iii of nlock-1,11) C\hlink dUrf1W,

,1, charm-1+111A Hia,a-, 11 o\Inho plaiumn;. \ hoof o".00toa:, H how
lip exInhit:: tan ho ino,vaired and used a:, a Iii. 1 or nmdif yinr, specific coin--

pont:ilk. Ako, it would be helpful if r\liihit bii*yl!-, included recwrVe'i for

ddiL 1,1 .11,. I iv, 1!,,, oaaaer

cliam-v:Ind so on.
If and oiler an: 'Itrn phyincr, Vkh to LA( .orioiely iii dii liii museum

o.aa:nrall roa,lono, leainmo it will ho
ny 1,, make loovia( :\loho

ii e.

here are 0(1,1'01mi:11 tactois which liced to be etitiiitrtd in evaluating the

ef ficiency of any instructional sy,-.:totn, in or out of museums, iiric
mean learionr, t jim 1 flu percentar,e ol learners aillieving a given riR'tiuiiiil

rooal sv:lem It i i iiade-offi, for e la 11 111(e. low=

ever, r;,ion if theso litter i Iwyond the scope ol this monograph.

il5f1/1( -701/h1 i.a1

of learning 11111 miaructional tie li'itil(lyj(" ihpciid up the

iTecificatioi instructional goals (learning o(itcomes, instructional objectives)
and the relia.:ie rneasurement ot whether or not these instructional goals arc
achieved by the learner, when the instruchonal svr,tern is applied. Apidications

to musetlins, therefore, require that exhihit planners learn how to specil y

instructional oly . tVi for exhihits, nuaai.ured in terms of: tet of visitor

performance,
Briefly, definMg instructional obi lives for iii eXhibit euirimlc of staling

exactly what the via:itor should he able to do when he is presumed lo have
-learned- something troni the exhibit. More precisely, defining lioaructional

oHectives (learning outi-annes) 11,10,;

(I)

(3

the ::,peellication of Wiwi!: t.,e learner (museum -qsitor) is expected to

i/ti dti the result 01 exposure to the exhibit Ill terms of itctiou
suall as: mime, ,Irrauxe, compare, oriior, Its!, ulisfinmsh, identif i, solve,

the specific conditions under whiirli this behavior (listing, naming,
etc.) 15 stippoied to occe-:

a statement of the minimum visitor performance that is acceptable;
tor example, the acceptable minimum percent of total test items

Correct,

r example, the ellul ii d ol an exhibit involving (.ireek and Ionion potteiv
might he the ability of the visnor to distinguedi dcek and Roman

pieces, The instructional ohiective might be written as follows:

Given six pairs of color slides of pottery, presented ono pair at a time in

111,11. 11111C, C.11.11 111,1111111g an example of one Creek and one

1 3



Ron-un piece, the visitor will correctly identify the r Roman
rnple in fivc out of six pairs.

Note that thic statement includes not only what the VjSjtOI does (identify
pottery), but also the conditions for choosing the pott (!Ioven six pairs,"
etc.) and an acceptable performance level (five out of siX. pairs). Also, note that
the statement is much more precise about what is expected of the visitor than
the original general goal of simply -distinguishing between Greek and Roman
pieces." Specifying exhibit objectives involves more than stating the purpose
or goals of the exhibit in generali7ed terms. The statement 'Ithis exhibit will
help visi tors to understand the influence of Greek pottery design on Roman
pottery- is not what is meant by an instructional objective or statement of
learning outcome. From such a statement, how can one distinguish between
visitors who have achieved this "understanding" and those who have not? The
word "understanding- has not been specified in observable terms. Acts which
cannot be seen or heard cannot be used in defining instructional objectives.
Besides -understand,- other vague terms that often creep into would-be state-
rnents of instructional objectives are "to grasp the meaning of," '-discover,"
"know," etc. As stated earlier, instructional objectives use action verbs like
natiw, list, solve, rOjeet, prefer, becauqe these force the instructional designer to
deal with behaviors that can be directly observed.

This is not to say, however, that one might not begin with statements of
some general goals or purposes LH an exhibit. But it its imPortailt that one does
not stop here. Once general instructional goals are established, tbeY trust then
be translated into a form that tells us what the visitor is expected to do after
exposure to the exhibit that is different than before his visit. This takes some
practice and, perhaps, initial supervision by persons experienced in this process,
but such efforts will be well rewarded in the long run when the exhibit designer
is able to observe the results of his efforts directly in terms of improved visitor
performa nce.

There are a number of good introductory discussions and ho 0-do-it hand-
books on the writing of instructional objectives. In addition to the aforemen-
tioned text by Gerlach and Ely (1971), the reader should consult Mager (1962),
Drumheller (1972), Scott and Yelon (1971), and/or Vargas (1972). For a useful
and rather amusing treatment of how to get from statements of generalized
instructional goals to behavioral statements of objectives, see the recent book,
Goal Anolysis, by Robert Mager (1972).

It is often assumed by many beginners in this field that the .istled
instructional objectives in precise, behavioral terms is necess:-Irily I

the
teaching of cognitive mattersspecific factual materials, scientific concepts, etc.
This is not so. Objectives nlay be stated in behavioral form both fol. cognitive
learning and for so-called attittaiffil or affective learning. cognitive objectives
may include the teaching of simple infornlation, being able to give netv examples
of a concept, applying rules to solve problems, learning to analyze problems
into their components, ete. Attitudinal (affective) objectives woold include obser-
vations of preference, avoidance behaviors, rejection, assignroent of adjectives
to specific stimulus conditions, rating scores, A number of writers have done
extensive work in developing taxonomies of educational objectives both cogni-

and affective. The most well known of these are by 13000111ln Noon) and

1.1
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his collea (Bloom, 1056., Krathwohl, Bloom et al., 1964) and Robert Gagne

(1965). For introductory treatments and some modifications of these taxonomies,
see Drurnbeller (1972), Gerlach and Ely (Part 2, 1971), and/or Popham and

Baker (1970).

Visito ivatiou

An effective exhibit system includes not only content that i clearly rdated to

its instructional objectives, but also certain "motivational" arrangements which

will suktain productive attending and effort by the viewer and discourage

nonproduct ice att en ding .
From the standpoint of learning, there re some kinds of -observing" or

attending behaviors t an exhibit that an! likely to be more productive than
others. For example, such behaviors 05 Searching, reading labels, answering

questions. kemparing 1,..ivacteristics, making distinctions, naming and noting
exaniples of principles arc more productive than random gazing at artifacts,

guessing (at answers to exhibit questions), careless generalizations, ignoring

important exhibit features, becoming distracted by other exhibits, etc. Exhibit
motivational compooents should he designed to encourage piv duct ivc attending

behaviors and dkcourage rwnproductive behaviors long enough for the viewer

to be appropriately affected by the exhibit's message.
Thite there are many factors which influence visitor motivation in museums

(for example, peer grow interests, the "glamor" of certain artifacts, educational
backgmund, mu.ieurn fatigue, crowding), probably the most important under-
lying factor i s what happens to the viewer when he actually attends to some-

thing in the exhibit. When be attempts to read a label, does he become con-

fused? I f so, this bit of productive observing behavior is likely to be discouraged.

When he looks for certain features in some vaSeS, does he find them? If so, he

is more likely to continue looking; if not, he is likely to quit looking.
An important principle in the experimental analysis of behavior is that main-

taining any specific behavioi over time (such as the particular attending behav-

iors hoed earlier) dependk 1 the consequetrres which are correlated with this

behavior, "Therefore, to "motivate" viewers to spend the necessary time and

effort to learn trom an exhibit, we must arrange things so that productive
exhibit-attending behaviors ore I ollowed by onsequern vs which encciurage their

repetition while nonproductive behaviors (guessing, mpArkom, etc.)

are followed by consequences which discourage their iintinuation.
In other words, if learning from exhibits is dependent on looking, reading,

relating, conaparing, etc,, then it is necessary to motivate the casual museum

visitor to "do" these things by "rewarcling" him when he iloes them and not
"rewording" him when he doesn't. What might constitute effective "rewording

consequences" in public museums? Common rewarding consequences for

humans in many learning situations include knowledge of rekults (feedback),

the successful completion ot a task or question, verbal praise, and pro1i a$6

lo Ward a pre-e!-;talil idiOd goal. experimental studies described in this mono.
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graph hove utilized some of these ino ivational contingeicies ira the museum
exhibit environment.

Within the public-access, -voluntary learning environment of the museum,
of question-answer techniques, sclf-paced automatic-stop audio tapes,

teaching machines, portable self-scoring devices tied to exhibit questions,
built-in push buttons tied to differential feedback for correct-incorrect answers
to exhibit questiofts, visitor goal-setting procedures, and computers are some
of the ways that lend themselves to the kind ot motivotional controls we have
been describing. There is still much to learn concerning how to motivate the
rodu0 Ivo observation ot noncoptive, voluntary museum visitors given the

proctica I and aesthetic considerations of the public museu m environment. Hope-
fully, some of the examples described throughout this monograph, while
tentative in many respects, will stimulate others to begin thinking about and
experim ting with this important task.

Visitor-Exhibit hit Svstems

One way of securing the_ cooperation, attention, and control of the visitor _

at tending behavior at exhibits is to.provide tor it, to-action between the exhibit
and the viewer of the exhibit. To quote from an earlier paper by the author
p-icrcven, I 97,1a):

In an interactive system, the various elements depend upon one another in SOITIV way.
An interactive museum exhibit would involve an interdependency between its two
-main element s: the exhibit and its viewers. Each acts upon the other in a series of
interdependent events, via the media of r tif acts, labels, audio, questions, response
devices, slides, etc. To achieve this interaction, One must find ways to ( ) direct and
sequence viewer a ue ntion to na mes, distinctions, rda tionslUps, etc., (2) provide for
selective responding by the viewer, and (3) p rovide for immediate feedback (preferably
differential feedback) follcwving viewer responses. Specilic methods for achieving
thk, include the use of pu nchboa rds, self-scoring cards, self-paced tape cassettes,
compu for terminals coord Mated wi th Hai bits, and so on. Rega rd les s of the method
used, the intera ctive sequence benceen the exhibit components ( E) a nd the viewer
(I') might look .i:no thing like tins

i. E directs V to do something that requires "'discriminative attentioi (de , eenr
paring, ordering, ma idling, applying examples, etc.) a nd asks V .1 (111(25 LIOn via

slide, audio, flu estion-ii-dir'et., moving panel, computer terminal,

2. responds b y carrying out in stroc tions (reading label. com park f, brush strokes,
rnatchin,g exam pies) and a ns we ring questions b y pressing -tton, inarki rig
an mit-aver sheet , etc. ;

repotn(1,::' to 'V' action Nv sly7,ndy ing corns- ness esponse t hrough
Jiang(' cl i TM- 011 mm, us- F- L11,01 '-ditIC c kip'. I an sic Lir was
correc t In moro comp i ntera dive ('SIt bits, incorrect responses may lead to
correc tive or re medi al in formation and sequencing;

It V' Fes iommdd correcd ore vious stop. L not artion ,uumcl time

ve is repeated.
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Some of the possibilities For providing for visitor interaction with the insm-
tional elements of museum exhibits will be discussed in greater detail throughout
this report. The specific applications reported in later chapters involve three
types of interaction systems applied as adjunct systems to existing museum.
ohibits: the use of indi vidual prograiruned audio tape cassettes, a portable
punchboard response device, and a coin-opera fed visitor self-testing machine.

The use of visitor response devices in museumsespecially in science and
technology nnuseumsis not new, although rnan) oF these visitor response
systems, push but toils , etc., ,Irc not interactive as ve have described this process_
Of course, some are: such aS electronic "robots" which move and orient them-
selves in relation to visitor vocal activity, elect RUM,: ar t eX hi bits which "re-
spond"' relation to visitor movements or vocal activity, science exhibits
which demonstrate principles by having visitors operate equipment that depends
upon application of the principle, some perceptual exhibits, and so on, l-knvever,
the availability of some active visitor responsesuch as pressing buttonsdoes
not nocesscu-tly consti tute an interaction system. Exhibits that contain buttons
which simply light up a graph or turn on a motor ace not interactive systems.

A uote coriccrn ins r),(5.11 but tons: As usually applied in museums, push-Inaten
displays do not constitute an interact iye sys tent Push-butt on displays Frequently
are used to 5I 4r t the displaY in motion, light lights, or begin a sequence.
Unfortunately, few of these push-button applications constitute effectik,e teach-
ing-learning systems because the push buttons seldom are dependent on art
unders ta nd in ol the con( ep t jltCsCIi ted in the exhibits. For ex ample, the bu ttons
usually do not requi re choices or comparisons between alternatives that d Lsertnli-
nate between n arlle, relations, propert ics, examples, rules, etc. But such choices
are critical in establishing the discriminations that make up the concepts that
Arc supposed to be communicated. Push buttons, of course, cari be very awful_
in interpretive exhibitions- when they require choices between alternatives, the
consequences of which depend upon the visitor's correct use oF the exhibit's
information. l3ut the availabili ty of buttons, per se, is not necessarily of instruc-
tional or communicative value.

Harvey White (1 9(37) developed several types of visitor response devices for
use in the Lawrence Hall of Science which provided effective interaction bet weett
the visitor and tbe exhibits, and some oF h i5 efforts have shown up in museum
exhibits in Nor th America. however, too few museum professionals have xiven,
much at i.,ntiot . to the pioneering efforts of Dr. Whi te. The Boston Children's
Mluseinn hos many noteworthy applications of interactive exhibits for teaohing
purposes, as do the Ontailo Science Center, the current efforts or the Brooklyn.
Children's -Museum, tile Lxploratoriurn, Sin I rani kco, and others.

Some aspects involved in the design of e fleet ive later:wive exhibits are
discussed in Chapter V,

Tin' 1st' of 1 ttiiici it/

Theoretic:ilk. taped a ud in could he ronici in Med kvi th cxbibit i nstructional
rclltind
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situation, or, ot least, to simulate an interactive situation. Unfortunately, audio
is seldom used in this way in present museum applications

Audic-tape systems are, of course, rather common sights in many of the
larger museums around the world. Some of these use transceiver headsets and
transmitters hidden within exhibits or under floors to broadcast audio messages
to visitors as they come near the exhibits. These systems transmit their messages
independently of the individual listeners and, thus, remove any possibility of
visitor control over the pacing of the taped messages. Another approach, in
corimm-,n use in museums, uses individual audio-cassette players which are
carried by th, visitor from display to display and manually stopped and started
according to iRstructions Such tape-cassette players, of course, do allow for
visitor self-pacing, although few museum scripts written for tape cassettes
have taken rmich advantage of this.

While these audio systems add a new dimension to museums, their applica-
tions, like the push but tons already mentioned, seldom utilize teaching-learning
principles described earlier. Audio materials provide background sound effects,
audio lectures, supplemen tory information, and/or help guide the visitor through
a seties of exhibits. In presenting content, the audio does all tbe talking, does
not ask leading questions or in other ways require the user to make relevant
discriminations within exhibits. Audio scripts are seldom (if ever) written
around specific instructional goals or objectives, nor tested for their effectiveness
in helping the visitor learn.

Nevertheless, the use of audio in niuSetims especioliv self-paced, individual-
ized audio has considerable potential for facilitating learning and communica-
tion in the public museum (and other public access environments). This poten-
tial, however, is not based on its use to present "audio lectures," but or the
important functions of guiding visitor attention to those visual features or
relationships we would like him to notice, oliciting visitor involvement via
questions, and providing feedback arid motivation,

There are many options as to hnw audio might be used, especially self-paced
cassettes. Such cassettes ore portable, they can he readily individualized, and
users can proceed et their own pace. Audio scripts can be adapted, not just to
languoge requirements but to the interests and needs of different age grou.ps,
ethnic groups, educational backgrounds, etc, 'Via audio, the same (fixed) exhibit
may be treated, for example, through the eyes and voices of children, or
scientists, or curators, or on ethnic group, and so on; or several knowledgeable
persons may conversing with each other about the exhibit, with the visitor
"listening in." Tapes can 'talk" a visitor through an exhibit area, automat icallv
stopping to ask leading questions, direct attention, and so on.

in other words, self-naced audio is flexible! and readily adaptable to the
heterogeneous o udionces 01 public museum set tings, In addition to this flexibility,
however, are a number of ot her lea to res wh ich have important teaching-lea rn ing
functions. The most important ot these functions include the ability of the
audio to;

direct attention to relevant exhibit information and control the order
or sew ience in which d ifferen t exhibit corn ponen ts are viewed;

relat va nous ex hibit components to one a n-,ther;
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(3) fill information gaps important to the concept being developed
these are missing in existing exhibit labels, etc.);

(4) ask leading (Socratic type) questions which in olve the user in
appropriate actions; and

(5) provide feedback and positive verbal comments and praise im ediately
following visitor responses to questions ("That's right!" 'Good!" etc.) to
motivate the visitor to continue.

In the application of the last two features, it may be desirable in many
instances to use tape units which stop automatically when questions or direc-
tions are given. Automatic stops have a number of advantages, described by
Screven (lcr74a) as follows:

They ren-love the need for the user to engage in the irrelevant and distracting task
of operating a manual stop switch when he should be focused on the task, noE the
switch. Quest ions and stops can be used more frequently, allowing for shorter audio
frames.

They assure that the tape will stop when it is supposed to, re: o ing the possibility
that the user may not stop it when requ:red.

They allow irotantaneous onset of the voice when the user presses start button, or
has responded correctly on a response device with a stylus, etc. This is not possible
with manual qops be,ause considerable (ape distane (up to to ocs.) must be
allowed nt each stop point.

Automatic stops can be provided by recording a stop tone on the tape, which
automatically stops forward movement of :he tape. The user can restart the
tape by pressing a start ("GO") button on the unit. (hlhen used with a
separate answering device, such as a punchboard, the answering device can be
wired tO the tape unit so that the tape restarts automatically when the visitor
answers the punchboard question correctly.)

A number of factors have discouraged the use of automatic-stop audio
cassettes in museums. Most currently available units require a separate channel
for the stop tones, which increases t ne'ir cost, size, and weight. Thus, it has
been easier and chewer to use low-cost monophonic cassette units which must
be ttuinually stopped by the user when he hears a signal. Reliable automatic
stop tones, hOwever, can be used with low-cost ($30) monophonic, portable
cassette units, The author is currently testing such a unit for use in museums
and other -public access s ttings, and it has proved reliable in several museum
appl icati oris*

Another diffic lty with the use of tape cassettes in museums -s in situations
of heavy visita loads. It is obviously not possible to give out cassettes to
individual visitor3 at particular exhibits where there is heavy and constant visitor
traffic. One solution to this problem, when the addition of self-paced, pro-
grammed audio is desirable, is to install a bank of five or ten separate cassettes
within the exhibit itself, with automatic-stop, endless-loop features* Correspond-
ing plug-in stations in the front of each display could allow each visitor to
plug in earphones and receive individualized, programmed audio from one of
the bank of casse ttes, with questions, automatic stops, etc. Such an arrangement
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would have many of the teaching-learning advantages of self-paced cassettes
a nd still be able to handle larger crowds_

,Automatic stops on individualized cassettes may net always be necessary
for a.:hieving effective results when the use of audio is appropriate_ In asking
questions which direct the viewer's attention to specific features in the exhibit,
it is possible to simply provide a 5- or 10-second period of silence (while tape

still running), during which the viewer examines the exhibit and answers the
question covertly_ Following this silence, the tape provides appropriate feedback
and reinforcement as in the case of the automatic stop tape. This provides less
"control- over the viewer's behavior and assumes that he will cooperate by
trying to answer to himself before the 5 or 10 seconds are up. Our own tests
of this procedure have indicated that most visitors do cooperate (see, for
example. Study 2 in Chapter III). 'However, in these successful applications,
"answers- to the questions asked on the audio were quickly available by
examination of the reference exhibit and the concepts involved were very
simple. It seems likely that auto-stops may be more important in situations
requiring more effort and time from the ViSi tor in nswering questions, and in
which the need for self-pacing is greater.

Other Azdiopi5llcll Applicritioyis 5

Audiovisual displays, such as multiple-screen slides, continuous-loop 5mm
movies, and closed-circuit TV, represent another inroad of modern communica-
tions technology within musenurts. Some of these media presentations are
outstanding in their content, drama, and professional delivery; and they often
can be shown to be effective in obtaining and holding the attention of passing
visitors. But, again, many of these media presentations are poorly coordinated
with the primary objectives of the exhibit area in which they are located.

Like audio, the potentials For slides, movies, and closed-circuit TV media for
augmenting and Facilitating ehibit teaching Functions, both cognitive and
affective, are probably immense. But their current applications within museums
iililizeit best, only a small fraction oF their instructional communication poten-

tial. Ideally, the unique properties of th-ese media would be more carefully
coordinated with the instructional and behavioral goals of particular exhibit
applications nd with the various exhibit elements such as artifacts, labels,
panels, etc.

2 0
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General Procedures:
Skull and Animism E hibit

The chief task of the present studies was to explore some possibilities for
facilitating learning by the voluntary museum visitor at existing fixed exhibits,

without major alteration of the exhibits themselves. Therefore, in the studies
reported here, the exhibits, physically, were left as they were, and the guidance

and feedback needed for facilitating attention and learning were provided

through the use of audio cassettes and portable visitor response devices. The

cassettes and response devices served as adjuncts to the pre-existing exhibits to
give thorn interact ive properties.

The principles applied in the use of these adjunctive devices are, of course,
applicable in designing the original exhibits themselves. Discussion of some of
these possibilities max, he found in Chapter V. At the time that the initial
investigations were conducted, it seemed more important (and less expensive) to

see how the voluntary museum visitor would respond to interactive sys-
tems tied to existing exhibits from which predefined learning goals could
be identified.

Brrsic Cotiiponcizts of Exhibit Sys

The basic components of the stem tested in the first series of studies are
shown in Figure 1. The visitor first approached (voluntarily) a freestanding,
garnelike test machine and, in the process of playing it, answered a set of
criterion questions reflecting the instructional goals of the particular exhibit
system. He then proceeded to the exhibit, where he vas exposed to the exhibit
teaming procedure being evaluated. In this series of studies, the learning
procedures consisted of from one to three componen(s, shown in Figure 1,

he physical exhibit itself (which in this series of studies was left
a red);

(2 ) an individual audio tape cassette, worn by the visitor and used to direct
his attention to relevant details and relations in the exhibit ; and

(3) A portable purichboard question-answer device on which the
could respond to leading questions and obtain immediate feedback.

Follo ing eKposure to the exhibit learning procedure, the visitor returned to
the test machine for a posttest involving the same set of criterion questions,

isitor

2 1
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Visitor Entry

_L
Test Machine

Figure 1. Schematic

Exhibit

Audio Cassette Posttest Machilw

f-

1

Question Punchboan

lxi bagic c 5 in skull a animism studies,

(These criterion questions were also available in booklet form, used in so
studies to be described later.)

The audio was a Noreko casse "Carry(order," worn over the shoulder and
used with earphones. A solid-state circuit, designed by project staff, enabled the
tape to be stopped automatically by a 50-cps tone-recorded on the voice channel
of the cassette tape. Thus, when a question was asked, the tape stopped auto-
matically. When plugged into the punchboard question unit, the tape restarted
automatically after the visitor chose the correct answer. After incorrect answers,
the tape remained silent.

The punchboard unit is shown-dong with the cassette and earphones, in
Figures 2a and 2b, with and without a question sheet. The punchboard was
designed for use with the audio cassette powered by the cassette's o-volt battery
power supply.2

Figure ia. The question punthboard device (without
question sheet) and audio cassette us,,d to provide
guidance and feedback a r test exittims

2b. The question punehboard device and audio
cassette with a question sheet on the kuli display
inserted on the punehboard.

= A More portable version of this poochboard i5 shown in Figure 2 , Chapter IV It con
be used with or without an autoroatie-stop tape cassette.
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Question sheets were placed on the face oF the punchboard as shown iii
Figure 2b, One or more 5" x 7" sheets of questions could be used. Cluestions
were answered by 2tinching holes with the attached stylus. The stylus rnade
contact with one of the two underlying circuits providing the right-wrong logic
of the device. A copper answer-key contained holes punched for the correct
answer locations and was sandwiched between the upper punchboard and the
lower "correct- circuit, Stylus conmct through the answer-key to the "correct'
circuit reactivated the tape cassette and punchboard light panel. Each answer
also made a hole in the paper question sheet, thus providing a permanent record

oF all responses for later analysis.
Thus, correct answers automatically restarted the audio and briefly lit a small

display of lights on the punchboard panel (see Figure 2b) as an added signal
that a correct response kid been made,

Figure 3 shows the cassette and punehboard devices being usec_ by a visitor
at a primitive skull exhibit, one of the test exhibits. The punchboard was small
enough (2" x 6" x 9") to be held and carried about by the user. At the skull

Figure 3. A V15110V tiscs

the cassette and
purichbormi dee:
the sky!! exhibit.



exhibit, many visitors took advantage of an open ledge in front of the display
as the visitor in Figure 3 is doing.

In accordance with the considerations given earlier (Chapter I), the audio
'scripts used in the present studies included key exhibit relationships, directions
for where to look (for names, shapes, etc.), commands to answer punchboard
questions, etc. (See Appendixes f3 and E for some of the audio scripts used.)
The audio immediately following each question included remarks such as
"'Good! The skull was Neanderthal," before continuing with the next segment
of the script.

In earlier studies, some pilot audio scripts consisted of "conversations"
between several persons with the visitor as a third party. In another script, the
skulls in the test exhibit were given voices with appropriate accents and a con-
versational style. It was believed at the time that these script styles would
provide more interest and help sustain attention. They proved unnecessary,
however, even for the younger (10- to 711-vear-old) participants. Visitors were

interested in answering the questions and getting the necessary directions.
They preferred shorter scripts which dealt directly with directions, simple
nformation, etc. Audio scripts were eventually simplified to include only a

sOgle (male) voice whose statements were confined to simple exposition, to
directions needed to answer upcoming questions, and to confirming correct
arviwers

Pri nclzbor

Ponchboard questions were designed to help the visitor notice those aspects of
the exhibit related to the instructional objectives. Questions were developed
thmugh preliminary floor tryouts on the punchboard at the exhibits. Stylus holes
provided a record of all responses. Each week's performance was analyzed
for errors, etc. Questions on which errors were made, together with the accom-
panying audio exhibit labels and other features of the exhibit, were reviewed for
pessible ambiguities, errors, inconsistencies, etc., and were revised, retested,
and further revised until at least on percent of the visitors over three of four-
week tests obtained at lea a clo percent score with errors distributed across
the questions.

During developmental testing of the punchboard question._ little difficulty
erienced in obtaining the continued attention of most visitors to the

qu tion-answering activity. However, if it was possible to guess at answers
without looking at the exhibit, or to reduce likely answers from the wording
of the questions themselves, visitors tended to work with the punchboard with
liqle or no attention to the physical exhibit in tront of them. Thus, a question
mach as "Neanderthal's Skull is (a) more pointed, (b) less pointed, (c) about the

shape a!-; Cro-Magnon's skull would often be answered without the
i tor's having looked at the exhibit. To "force" exhibit-observing behavior,

question formats were designed so that the exhibit and the audio were both
necessary to determine what question MIS be asked,
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Prc-Posttesting: Maciiri aiid Cefleral Procedures

A separate gamelike machrw was used to test visitors prior to and following
exposure to particular exhibit learning systems, Since visitors were expected to
resist taking "tests" while, viiting a museum on their own time, it seemed
desirable to make the testialg situation as attractive as possible. Observations
of visitor behavior throughout the museum indicated that they were easily
attracted to manipulate IrceiJ,i'anding objects with buttons, etc% We therefore
attempted to utili7e this cormon curiosity and interest in "gadgets- in designing

the pre-posttest situation.
Several pre-posttest maCir5 we developed and testect One such machine

is shown in Figure 4, with, a visitor answering one of the criterion questions on

Figure 4. A vijtor t,lu'cr tiuiC e Prr rriteriou: qncstiari, ing an
antomated pre-posttest s Response button are located
cfirecth/f below answers along .-)f the projection screen,
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skulls. On this device, live-choice multiple-choice slides are ak toma lly pro-
jected on a large (24" x 36") screen. Five answer buttons are arranged along
the base of the screen directly under the choices for each question, as shown
in Figure 4. In order to minimize the role of the pretesting situation a5 a learning
situation, no feedback was given after an answer was chosen. After each choice,
the next question was presented regardless of the correctness of the previous
answer. Ouestions were prepared on 2" x 2" slides and projected by an Ecto-
graphic Kodak Carrousel (Model AV-303). Upon completion of the sequence
of questions, thc projector automatically advanced to the beginning of another
test sequence and turned oil. To discourage visitors from playing with the
projector by stepping on and ott the foot pad, a tinier kept the projector on for
about -10 seconds after the visitor stepped off the pad. This procedure effectively
discouraged most persons from such actions. The system was housed in a

cabinet manuLict tired by a Milwaukee coin-game company.
The test machine stood near the reference exhibit, but not in visual con-

tact with it. A remote lf3lvl card-punch machine recorded each answer along
with the visitor's code number, ageind educational level.

A second type of pre-posttest machine is shown in Figure 5. This was an
-NITA-400 Stimulus-Programmer,- adapted for public-access operation.3 Test

Preposttest machine presenting tipped criterion question
paper rolL Response buttons 7 re located at
the twit-bine.

er riht on the fare of

questions were printed on a continuous loop of paper indexed so that questions
advancc_.d and stopped onc at a time in the viewing window shown in Figure 5.
Oucstions were answered by pressing one of four response buttons shown at
the lower lett of- the niachine As was the case for the slide machine, questions
advanced regardless of correctness so that the visitor received no feedback on
the correctness of his choices A toot pad switch activated the system. The

" `Fhp original con) lurk lid unit was n paper-fed teaching machine with progr.unimcd
tm mult !mitt- ittly,,tinn4. and reilionse-lei ording
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visitor received instructions from a telephone mounted to the right of the
machine. When the visitor picked up the receiver, the instructions were played
from a Cousino continuous-loop tape player.

Pre-posttests were also prepared in booklet form for comparison with the
machine mode of testing and for use with a retention study in which followup
posttesting was done in the home. Each question was prepared on an 81/2" x Vt"
page (protected by acetate), in color, and in a format identical to that used for
the same question on the test machines. Responses to booklet questions were
made by circling the choice on a separate answer sheet provided by a project
staff member.

Visitors who participated .in the project's s udies were not directly approached
by project staff, but became involved in the system after they had approached
the pretest machine or the nearby reception table (sometimes because they were
interested in the punchboard devices seen being used by other visitors). A sign,
"Try Our New Testing Machine," was located in the pre-posttest area.

Description of the posttest questions and the procedures used in their devel-
opment and final selection will be given in later sections.

Over the total period of the pi% 'ect, more than 1400 persons voluntarily par-
ticipated in floor tests of various experimental conditions. This figure excludes
the 600 visitors whose responses were used to select criterion pre-posttest ques-
tions. Except for summer months and holiday periods, attendance at the museum
was too poor during weekday!, it) justify the small number of subjects obtained.
Therefore, much of the data to be reported were obtained on Saturdays and

Sundays between ii a.m. and 4 p,m,
The freestanding test machines shown in Figures 4 and 5, and the punch-

board-cassette learning units, did well in attracting and holding the attention
of younger visitors of intermediate and high school ages from a wide range of
socio-economic backgrounds. Of the 1400 visitors, about 75 percent were
between the ages of Tt and 17 with from 4 to 12 years of schooling. Approxi-
mately 30 percent were nonwhites. While participants included persons up to
52 years of age and persons with advanced degrees, the median age was about
14.5. Adult visitors would readily participate in playing freestanding question
machines when they could do so in relative privacy, but were often reluctant
to approach staff to obtain the punchboard or cassette units or to commit them-
selves to the time involved. Advertising special incentives, including cash awards
for good test performances, did not improve adult participation.

Visitor participation took place under a wide range of crowd conditions,
times of the year, distracting circumstances, and social pressures from peer
groups or family.

Developnwutal tmcl ExplOratori

Over the period of the project, the pre-posttest performance of visitors was
compared under a variety of exhibit learning conditions with different types of
audio, complexity and length of materials to be learned, and different motiva-
tional conditions. Tried in early exploratory work were different kinds of visitor
response systems, prototype models of question-answer devices, different styles



of audio, aft i i vai lel v oi 1)1' ,rdni,, I tii (ill dti ci ent. Ikt,; of in ,iructional
obi« tive.,.

in earher pdot undore tin ted tint of interest visitors
would have in devotiny, time ,ind effort to the exhibit-learning materials simply

tr, ate.Ivet ii hen mit-alotra ,andies off eied
.e.11 unenlivi."t for at Ineving, pivalt."4 siore,;. Im.entives ranged Irmo 2,!..4.

11 visitor, 'mild hieve out til wvell ontaionki torrect on the skull
pilau (only ',even I riterion que!;ti(1ns teas' in posttests in these earlier
,andies). .agniiRant dineten«.". welt: 1 it nd among the vatious monetary

VVlule pit tnt perlormaut e iii tilil vito, yito were offered money
wa!, somewhat belln :. than that 01 l,iitlr, tilliril nothing, the improvement was
t)I I',' Jot Ii ii pl Ii I ii Aatklically.

Our original «,ncern over the need for rinsic visitor motivation ike. led to
the design and twaing of a more elaborate punchhoord, which contained A score
pamaL incorrect responses W(.112 -punished- by iiulitracting rom the accumulated
score. This lemur( was intended to discourage careless guessing, which we
expected would ocCur with many visitors. Hut comparisons of the use of this
system with the simpler punchboard showed no differences in visitor perform-
ance, either in terms of ,.-irrors made on the punchboard questions or on posttest
questions,

It sul-va !entiv became cleat that most visitors did not- need special incen-
tives or soring devices to motivate thc necessary attention to the exhibit
materials. High posttest performance began to emerge as the programmed ques-
nom; and audio materials improved and the criterion questions used in pre-
posttesting were more caret ully related to the e\hibit learning system.
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1 0 1 p po tin. i1oit 'XV '.hdH on tthT i n more d e t a i l the ednies

and rviiit ol tax inve'llgitiont, %vim!, utilized the I ilerion test questions, audio

,;cripts, and punt whidi linally evolved Inuit the earlier explora-

tory investigations. Tliec studies attempt to evaluate the role of- the exhibit

/min hboardmillo, .ind the pretesting, experiem U ii tai.dnating learning tiotli
two expeilmental 01 \ hibitn: the display at the Age ol Man exhilin and

dkitiav on onintran and .hamankm in the I 1011 oi Religion. I lies' will lie

considered in order or their oltuirreun U, alomt, with the primary results. Con-

, lusion, and ilk:ilk-aim ot the,ae tesults a; .1 Nt'hOh! vil he lOven in Chapter V.

Criterion Question.; tin Exhibit

Movekupincill of ,1 1111.11 ut ol trituritun qukaion,, tor tki iin pre-potittests it

the lUll xhilin was ba, td upon lour kin(k, 01 hehaviort, related to the five

primitive skull arid dot, ot the lImpIu\ I lik,c vere:

) naming the 4.Ain;

(,?) iltt i him', the power 4,1111 to n; nami .
kFLIcrliT tlii LuiliLv age, and

(1 oidering the name, ot the by Arx,

Two Kodak Cartote,e1 tray; ol l 00 ,olored Jude SVCre prep, t-d, covering

vat ious londunAtimp, Athl loimat; 01 the bove behaviors, The Slide-Test
Machine decrilied earlier (Vigure .1) was t,et up in a hall area near (hut not at)

the sl-aull l\hIi'it It Yas k'd I 1
rCrInth' PM Lai:d punch, which recorded

each VIL,ltor"s revolle mi eadt question and whether or not the response was
orrect. No one was in attendo tio each visitor approa(hed and operated the

machine on his Own. No tecdhaLk Vv,F, given to the visitors on dw correctness

of their responses.
The machine r'tiiiuied uun the door tor about sk weeks. Baseline data were

obtained from over ..100 person; (n eaLlt of the I eQ lides. These data were

Analyzed bv a tlAB ltitanstical .Nnalvsis Package) program, which provided

A 5 X 1 00 matrix ol dmices by slides giving thy IMmber of- responses on each
choice to cod) ,dide and perientage 01- correct choicen L. for each shde. On the
bask of this analysk, all shdes on which there were more than 30 percent

d. his educed the 1 number of slides bycorrect ne rrepos s wcre r_
triore than .50 percent to less'. than .50 slides.
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rviire t. Thy 12 rityriyn qttetiorl.; 4,-141,

11,11-1C1111111N: IP kW/ exhibit,

I he reni.nniny, re then w
ne vith II u. ,n1Jitional prokedure

vkitor ahout the liL and inter
undertandiny, partk ,didc!4,

.111 additional three wcel...E durnT
the mateilak, the que,,tion; cry IT
unanikig1ow4 and reulted in lc

20 slides %%Tie then reduied to a toto
inum nulnhcr that
earlier. I lu.2,e 12 criterion quo,,I iii
they were presented. [he tn

approximated the ortitad!i de-,played
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in the ue mai hine in the same man--
having ob ver; record remark,,, made

ewing individual \'icitnr s concerning their
t tlwy thought \vas ambiguous, etc. Atter
hich over 200 more persons completed
iced to ,1 total of 20 slides, which were
than 30 pen (Alt correct answers. These

of 12 slides, which represented the mini-
the lour criterion behaviors described
shown in Figure O in the order in which

e actual slides were in color and closely
the exhibit.
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P:1ricJi!,oii, ()Hes otll ExitiL

While these critenon qticition were being
grams were being tested for use at the exhi
described earlier for the five skulls.

Early programs attempted to teach the
skulls and order them in terms of cranial
eye ridges), .111d the shape of the backs. 1
questions printed on three separate sheet
cessively). Together with the audio, this
complete.



gig it 41,

; t,clectcd, audio and pondiboard pro-
ibit for developing the four behaviors

visitors to discriminate between the
I arca, muticic protrusions (including
Flw progrmu included 24 punchboard
ts (placed onto the punchboard suc-
program took about 25 minutes to



AlIcr revinions, thin three-page program .ntually yieltlet1 at !east
00 pei, en! i oriel I .111wer!, tor more than (10 ['client of the partit ipantn.

1 ht mean posit(' st ore lin- ! hi. Icve,ctl three-page prograni :van hetter liii
kin OW 12., (1.11Cr(011 ihud earlier. Hie...ever, interview.;

will" parch alter po.do",1 resiskince to its 7.,,--nlinutt
vcaite cver quit below finishing

I i l cL;,ive (leculcd to limit Ii "i I H-ill fl to the
lor (Incriminations, eliminating shape ol bat k of head

and imp,. le pion union... The audio it ript redlit eil to a ninglc-
page plogram ol tprentein, it.quiring about to [0 t.', 11'11111,1ft,, tti COMI-dcie,

Nlean pontte.a lor this shortened program 01 ',.`5) dropped to about
eo yet, etn, eitit h lower CH.111 ro.,111,1

ntore. Alter minor revinionn ii vording, the shortened version finally yielded
mean posttest ni men 01 pert (111 (1\l'r four weeks 01 tenting. f his version
bet aloe the program pied m the ex[wrimenial ',niche.; dent rilied d'hin
rinol version ts illtatvil in Appendix A.

C.:;/

ki

(IIH' I, , ift/ci

rhi study invol iotai ol vi,dion; tiinted over 10-n nth period on
th 7 i rin.rion (ILK ionn on ,;1,..1111,, dr,criNed earlier u.;ing the

nirtgle-page version (if thc ledchmg proffdm. The subjects (50
t'om 10 to _AL! year., 01 ("Akin 1,1), who were m the proces, 01

r\rioring the rritieuM in the area ot the nkull exlUbit, The majority of 5s (about
perc ent) were behveen 1 I and 17 with to 1: yi...ars 01 schooling. As in all

worf, thc proiet I ill v t," onmni -ours w cry represented ,Ind
.wrrn\imotelv .30 per, ent ere nonwhiten,

cur ,i;rciur,-, %yore

it die contlilionn \van rim
xi .ii. 1 lii ii or th
t'llo \vs:

1

(.1 untler four ex h iiid
ave k'nting ii.iv until no lt_nin

I tom ;

(n r= 50): Froth the punchboard cdq,-,elte tare in

Pigure 2 used to rel,IR' the visitor to Lhe e\hibit. Lich .!.; took the
['retest on tent machine nhown in l:igurt. 4 without feedback. Ile was
Ihen gn.cn the cassette tape and punchboard anti nent tic he !work' c\hilhit

ht. on !lin own tinder oi the audio as r1.01`,1

0,1111CrInd the punt hbitard quentionn, (5ce Appendk A tor punchhoard
qucstionn and Appendix l; for audio scripts.) Upon con1C,-1.0, of the

programmed inestions, 0 retnrned to the test tuachine and rctook the 12
pretest questions, twain without feedback,

51): Only the Judi() !-;cd, withoni the
pum-hhoard. The 115 questions formerly asked on the punchboard were
n Jed on the tape in appropriate spots. The 5 could answer the questions

only to himself. Each auLho-question 1107 followed by a five-sccond silence



before audio confirmation Of the corroct answer and continuation of the
program. Except for the questions, the audio script was identical ta that
used under the NI-Condition.

E-Comiltion -s=. 51): The exhiLit tlf was used withotit either the
audio ,,Hset to of the poin-lThoahL [Ii: v.c Id chuh:ly 011 111,; utyn to
proce,:-; whatever information he could from the labels and physical layout

dw without guid,ance or feedback. 1-1,)ch S took the pretest as
in the other conditions and was then told to !.,o to tlw exhibit, study it,
and return for a test on the machine.

E (NP)-Cohdition (rt ==, 49): Identical to the E-Condition, except that the
S tvas di ected to the exhibit boloro taking the criterion leo on Ow te:i
machine. Thus, 5 was exposed to the exhibit without prior knowledge
obtained through the pretest about what the instructional objectives might
be. This represented the "normal" learning situation for most museum
exhibits.

Prelcq Re.qills, A frequency distributioL of pretest scores for the 201 S9
tested in Study 1 is shown in Figure 7 along with the theoretical distribution
(dotted line) which would be expected based on chance alone. These curves
show criterion test scores plotted against the percent-visitors obtaining these
scores. As may be seen from Figure 7, the pretest distribution is very similar to
the chance distribution, showing only a small_ pre-exhibit knowledge of the
skull discriminations involved (skull naming, skull ordering, eta The mean
pretest score tor this group of 201 5s wo5 25.2 percent, about 5 percent above
the theoretical chance mean score. The pretes distribution curve shown here is
very similar to the pretest distributions obtained from the more than 450 Ss
tested prior to Study 1 during the development of the programmed materials.

Fi.ore 7. Frequency th5trilm f snr,. f I hi, HU rXhibit
't1 201 ) compare nth ex chm distributtotL

'iKUI I. I X111131 r
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coctj dtr,trrion of posttr
eThibif conTarorl ith cons

WI-Condition
201).

rigure o. FreortIcy distribution of posttest scores for /in-Condition lit
5k:ill exhibit (n ci) compared with prinest scores (n 201).

This distribution and the mean and median scores proved highly stable across
different times of the year, different days of the week, etc.

Posttest Results, Figures 8-11 compare the frequency distributions of each

of the four conditions with the pretest perfo;mance for the combined group.
Figure 8 shows the distribution of posttest scores for Ss (n 50) exposed to

the exhibit under the M-Condition (punehboard .1nd audio cassette). Perform-
ance increased sharply over pretest performance with over one-third (38 percent)

achieving a 92-100 percent posttest score. Over one-fourth (26 percent) received

a porlect score. Mean and median performance for the total group were 72.8

percent and 75 percent respectively.
Figure 9 shows results for 5s (n 51) for the AQ-Condition (audio-cass tte

and audio questions only). Performance was similar to the M-Condition (Mean

3 1
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71 percent, Mdn 79 percent). Apparently the availabillty of an overt
response device, 'rich is the punchboard, Wits not essenial in achieving high
posttest performance. About 10 percent of the 55 achieved a 92400 percent
score. It should be noted that the AQ-Condition conskted of the audio script
and, audio questions which had previously bcen tested with the punchboard
and revised until able to yield a minimal error rate (5 percent cr less).

Figure 10 shows the results for the E-Condition 54 which involved the
eNhibit only, without audio or punchboard. After taking thi2 pretest, the visitor
studied the exhibit wii-iout benefit of either the punchboard or audio cassettes.
Mean posttest score dropped to 57 percent (Mdn score dropped to 50 percent).
Some visitors still showed considerable improvement, although not as dra-
matically Is they did undcr the An ond M conditions. About 19 percent of the
visitors obtained the 92-100 percent level. Although these Ss, during pretesting,

Figure 0. Frequency diOrthutinn of t teq scores lit skull thit fop
E-Condition (11 si ) cOmpared with te5i scorcs (17 = 2o1).

received no feedback or other knowledge of how well they were doing the
pretest experience probably provided important advanced ir formation re instruc-
tional objectives. Such advance knowledge may hae helped some Ss to
"process" effectively relevant exhibit information.

The importance of this pretesting experience in helping some .59 to learn
from the exhibit was substantiated by the results obtained for 49 Ss who
studied the exhibit without taking the pref-st (E (NP)-Condition). Figure 11
shows the results for this group, and as may be seen, the distribution of scores
close:y approximates the distribution of pretest scores (dotted line), with mean
and median performance at about 36 percent and 33 percent respectively.

An analysis of variance of the four exhibit conditions yielded a between-
treatment variance significant beyond the .001 level (F 21.82, d.f. 3/197) as
shown here:

Source SS d.f. MS

Treatment 620.52 3 206.84 21.82 .001
Error 1867 197 9.48
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13ased on this result, a Newman-Keuls analysis of the differences between means
(Table 1) showed that while there were no significant differences between the
means of conditions M and AQ (as noted earlier), they were both greater than
condition E (p < .01). Condition E, when compared with condition E (NP),
was significantly greater than condition E (NP) (p < .01).

Tre t e E(NP) E AQ(w)

earls 4.37 6.80 8.61 8.74

E(NP) 4.37 2.43 424** 4.37**

6.80 1.81** 1.94**

AO 8.61 .13

8.74

pK.05
**'=- p<.01

Table 4 Newman- a ol!/i5 of difTerence,s bctwvrti means of f/ic
E(NP), L, AQ, and tr1 conditions at f= krill' exhibit.

STUDY

The results of Study 1 indicated that the use of the audio cassette 'without the
opportunity to overtly respond to questions on the punchboard was equally
effective in producing significant improvement in learning for many of the
visitors. The AQ-Condition included a five-second silence following each of



the questions, intended to encourage Ss to lake tin-le to answer. This took
additional time. One question was whether this five-second Silence Was neces-
sary. Another question was the importance of the questions themselves. It was
expected that the use of questions would facilitate performance. It seemed
doubtful, however, that the five-second silence was necessary for Ss to respond
to the questions.

Study 2 concerned a comparison of the AO and E groups of Study 1, with
two additional groups of Ss run under two additional audio conditions:

AQ(70)-Condition n 51): The same audio script was used as in the AQ-
Condition, but without the five-second silence following questions.

AN-Conditiou 4o): The same audio script was used as in the AQ-
Condition, but the questions were omitted. Thu:, the audio material was
presented here in essentially narrative form. (See Appendix B-4 for modi-
fications of audio for AN-Condition.) In all other respects, all other
conditions were the same.

Results. The data from these two additional groups were included in a
four-group comparison with the AO and E groups from Study 1.; that is, three
audio conditions with the no-audio condition. The mean posttest scores of the
four groups, E, AN, AO, and AO(w) were 6.80, 7.73, 8.83, and 8.61 respectively.
An analysis of variance yielded a between-treatments variance which was
significant beyond the .05 level (c 2.92, d.f. = 3/199). A Newman-Keuls
analysis (Table 2) showed (as expected) that there were no differences between
AQ and AQ(w) and that the E-Condition did not differ significantly from the
AN-Condition, while the audio conditions involving questions (AQ and AQ(w))
were both significantly greater than no audio at all (E-Condition).

Treatments E E(N) AQ AQ(w)

Means 6.60 7.73 8.33 13.61

E 0.80 .93 1.53* 1.81*

E(N) 7.73 .60 .87

AQ 5.83 .28

AQ( 8.61

* 7=7 p 0 5

** p<.01

Trthlo L N lemam-KetiLs analysis of difference5 betive(?s means of t F,
FIN), AC), and AQ(w) conditions at kall othibit.

81'1_11)1' 3

From Study I, results indicated (groups E and E(NP)) that the pretesting experi-
ence played a role in helping some visitors achieve high posttest scores after
studying the exhibit without audio or questions. Although no feedback Was
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given during pretesting, the pretest experience for group E apparently helped
some Ss to define the instructional objectives of the exhibit, which in turn
helped them to process exhibit information relevant to the posttest.

Study 3 concerned whether this same result could be obtained by giving the
visitor, prior to studying the exhibit, a printed statement of what to look for

than a pretest). Another question concerned the effects of taking the

pretest in hooklet form instead of by machine.
Study 3 compared Ss in the E(NP) and E conditions of Study 1 with two

additional groups of tesied al ter they studied the exhibit on their own (with-
out audio) under the following coaditiorui:

E(1)-Condition 53): This was like the E-Condition, except that instead
of taking a pretest, all Ss received a 5" x 7" card with a typed summary
of what to look for in the exhibit.

The card read as follows:

Notice the 51: in the exhibit with large white letters over their heads.
Skull A is Mucrn Man and Skull B is Neanderthal Man. Look closely at
the five skulls in the exhibit and try to do the following:

1. Find the scientific names of skulls C, D and E. The scientific names
of each of these skulls is in small white letters near the top of the
panel under "EARLIEST MAN," "NEAR MAN," and "EARLY MAN
APE."

z. Name each of the five skulls when shown its picture.
3. Recognize the picture of each skull by name.
4. Know the order of the five skulls from oldest to most recent, bo h

by pictures and by name.

.5s carried this card with them to the exhibit. Following the exhibit, they
returned to take the regular posttest by machine.

E(8)-Condition (ri 51): Same as condition E in Study 1, except that Ss
took the pretest from a looseleaf booklet in which each of the 12 criterion
questions was presented in a format identical to the machine format. Questions
were answered on a separate answer sheet and were administered by a project
staff member. No feedback was given and no conversation took place between
visitor and staff member during testing.

Results: The data from these two additional groups were included in a

tive-group comparison with the E and E(NP) groups from Study 1 al. d the
pretest scores represented by these five groups.

An analysis of variarice of these five groups yielded a between-treatment
variance significant beyond the .01 level (F = 11.25, d.f.. 4/250. A Newman-
Keuls analysis of the differences between means (Table 3) indicated no signif-
icant differences among the three pretest conditions (E, E(l), and E(B)), but
significant differences between all of these three conditions and the E(NP)-
Condition, as well as the pretest baseline performance, as was expected.
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Treatments Pretest E(NP) [(I) E E(B)

Means 3.72 4.37 5.92 6.80 7.29

Pretest .3.72 .05 2.20" 3.03**
11.(NP) 4.37 1.55* 2.43" 2.92**
[(I) 5.02 .83 1.37

E to .49

1.0) 7.29

p< .05
1=7 p<.01

Table 7. Newman-Konls anabois of differ tiucen weans af flu:
pretest, EiNIM 1), I:, and E(B) conditions at skofi exhibit.

DY 4 R'i'iitjo
The delay between exposure to the exhibit system and the start of the posttest
averaged about two minutes. To obtain information concerning retention of the
exhibit information over longer periods, Study 4 was conducted with a separate
group of 67 Ss. This was a completely separate study, which replicated the
procedures and the three exhibit learning conditions M, AQ(w), and The
exhibit condition was followed by the usual machine posttest, followed by two
iirlditional test sessions, approximately 2 days and 16 days later. Address__
and phones were obtained at the end of the first posttest session when visitors
were told that they would be given the questions again at their homes. For the
second and third tests in the home, the booklet form of the test (described
earlier) was used. As in the case of Study 1, no feedback or other knowledge
of results was given to Ss during any of the three posttests.

Of the original 67 visitors who completed the initial programs at the museum,
43 completed both the second and third posttest sessions.

Figure 12 shows the mean pretest (combined) and posttest perform
each of the three posttest sessions for groups M (n = 12), AQ(w) (n = 16),
and E (n = IS). As is apparent from these curves, visitor performance was
maintained over the 2- and 16-day period at essentially the same levels as
obtained on the initial posttest, regardless of the conditions under which the
visitor had acquired the exhibit information. An analysis of variance yielded
no significant between-sessions variance or treatments x sessions interaction.
Differences between the groups were essentially the same as obtained in Study
1. Frequency distributions of the pretest and initial posttest scores for this
replication were very similar in [arm to those obtained in Study 1, Therefore,
as would be expected, there was a significant between-treatments variance
beyond the .01 level (F = 10.164, d.F. = 2/40).

3 9
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STUDY 5

In order to determine the replicability of the basic procedures and conditions
used in the skull exhibit in producing visitor learning in a totally different
museum location with different subject matter, the exhibit learning conditions

M, AQ(w), E, and NP were replicated at a display on animism and shamanism
in the Hall of Religion.

This, of course, required developing an entirely new set of criterion questions
for use in pre- and posttesting, and a new set of programmed questions and
accompanying audio for use with the exhibit.

A different pre-posttest machine, the MTA-400 shown in Figure 5, served

as the testing device. Criterion questions were developed in a manner similar

to that described for the development of the skull questions. However, on the

MTA test machine the questions were not presented on slides, but on a
continuous-loop paper roll, and involved four rather than five choices. Visitor
responses were recorded on an Esterline-Angus Event Recorder within the
machine, and the results were later analyzed by hand. An original pool of 45
questions, using a 40 percent rejection criterion,' along with individual inter-
views with visitors, was eventually reduced to in criterion questions plus two
preliminary questions on age 'and schooling (see Appendix C). The questions
covered material found in two glass cases on the functions and methods of the
shaman and animism among the Iroquois Indians

'Due to the higher entering knowledge of visitors on the animism-sharnankm topi
were not la unambiguous ,uestions on which there were less than 50 percent cor
answers on pretesting. Thci re. the rejec-ion criterion had to be raised to 40 percent.

4 0
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The punchboard questions and audio script were developed in the same
manner as the skull program. The objective was a single sheet of questions and
accompanying audio requiring from 10 to 12 minutes to complete and yielding
better than 90 percent correct for at least 90 percent of the test Ss over several
weeks of testing. Because of the experience already gained from the skull
program, this process took much less time. A final set of punchboard questions
and accompanying audio (Appendixes D ;Ind E) were completed a fter six weeks
of testing with about 250 visitors.

The study to be described here involved a total of 226 visitors of about the
same age range (10 to 39 years in this case ) with a median age of 15.0 years
and 4 to 14 years of education. The sequence of events was essentially the
same as that already described for the skull exhibit procedure. Visitors who
inquired about the test machine (or other visible apparatus) were invited to
"play" the pretest machine, then were sent to the exhibit cases under one of
the exhibit learning conditions. This was followed by a posttest on the MTA
test machine. No feedback MA'S available during pr or posttests.

Four groups of visitors were exposed to the religion exhibit under one of the
following four exhibit conditions: M, AQ(w), E, and E(Nr), identical to the
conditions previously described for these labels. The Ws for each group were
48, 48, 80, and 50 respectively.

Pretest Results. The frequency distribution of pretest scores for the 176
5s who took the pretest is shown in Figure 13 along with the theoretical chance
distribution (dotted line). (Only 176 of the 226 Ss, are included in the pretest
ecause the 50 5s in the [(NE) group did not take a pretest.) As noted earlier,
here was greater pre-exhibit knowledge of the animism-shamanism topic

among visitors than there was of the skulls (mean ==. 39.3 or about 14 percent

Fixo:r z 3. Frequency dirurthution nf prefe0 scores fox, onnnivr xhibit
= 176) compared unth expected chance .ncore.

C lnr,, r

Cc.mbIntsi I fc,
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R.tire 14. Frequency distributio
fli,fl;u exhibit (r; compa

M-Condition gfl

f pretes; Scores (n = 776).

It t

It I

Fi ure 15. Frequency rii$tribution of pOlttc5t SCOrCI for AQ-Condition at
uniwisrn exhibit (n = 48) compared with prvirs t ct (n 176).

above the 25 percent chance level). The pretest cu ve is very similar in shape
to that obtained on the skull pretest,

Posttest Restart,. The frequency distributions for each of the four posttest
conditions are shown in Figures 14, 15, 16, and 17. Each distribution is corn-
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igure 16. Frequency distribution of posttest scores for E-Condition Figure 17. Frequency distribution of posttest scores for E(NI1)-
at animism exhibi't (n = 80) compared with pretest scores (n =176). Condition at animism exhibit (n 5o) compared with pretest

scores (n = 176).

pared with the combined pretest distribution. Results for the four conditions
appear essentially the same for each of the conditions as obtained at the skull
exhibit, with nearly 48 percent achieving a 92-100 percent posttest score under
the M-Condition (n 48) and nearly 38 percent achieving these levels under
the AQ(w)-Condition (n = 48). Some visitors (16 percent of a total of 50) still
achieved the 92-100 percent level under the E-Condition.

An analysis of variance yielded a significant between-treatment variance
beyond the .001 level (F = 19.26, cl.f. = 3/222). A Newrnan-Keuls analysis of
the differences between means (Table 4) indicated no significant differences
between the M and AQ(w) conditions, confirming the results with the skull
program studies. Again, there were significant differences between the E-Condi-
tion and the M and AQ(w) conditions (p < .01). While less than the M and
AQ conditions, the E-Condition was significantly better than the E(NP)-
Condition where no pretest was given.

Treatments E(NP) AQ

Means 4.94 5.86 7.79 7.83

E(NP 4.94 .92 5 2.89 *
5.86 1.93** 1.97**

AQ 7.79 .04

7.83

* = p.05 ** =
Table 4. Newman-Kents analysis between means of the
EaIP), E, AQ, and M conditions at the display on animism and shamanis

4 3
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STUDY 6

As in the case of the skull exhibit, we wished to determine the effects on
posttest performance, if any, of studying the exhibit alone without a pretest,
and if the pretest conditions by machine (condition E) were any different from
the pretest experience via the booklet (condition E(B)). Therefore, an additional
group of Ss (n = 50) were tested with the pretest by booklet rather than by
machine (E(B)).

The posttest performance of this E(B) group was then compared with the
E and E(NP) groups of Study 5 and the original pretest scores of these three
groups. An analysis of variance which included the pretest scores as a fourth
condition yielded a significant between-treatments variance beyond the .001
level (F = 21.45, d.f. 3/256). This was followed by a Newman-Keuls analysis
(Table 5) of the differences among the means of the four conditions. As was
found in Study 4, there were no significant differences between the booklet
and machine forms of pretest administration. There were significant differences
between the no-pretest E(NP)-Condition and the two pretest conditions, E and
E(B), as may be seen in Table 5.
Treatments Pretest E(NP) E(B)

Means 3.80 4.94 5.86 6.56

Pretest 3,80 1.14 2.06 2.85

E(NP) 4.94 .92 1.62

5.86 .70

E(B) 6,56

* pa(.05 = p<.01
Table 5. Newman-Keuls analysis of the differences between means of the
pretest, E(NP), E, and E(B) conditions at the display on animism and shamanism.

One result obtained in the analysis of exhibit-only conditions at the animism
exhibit was the significantly better performance of the E(NP) group over
baseline pretest performance. In other words, the performance of visitors was
apparently improved by their having studied the animism-shaminism exhibit
wit/tout benefit of pretest, although the results were not as good as when a
pretest had first been experienced (group E).

This last result suggests that museum visitors do sometimes learn things
simply from looking at an exhibit, reading the labels, etc. The fact that such
a result was obtained on the animism topic and not at the skull exhibit may
-,imply mean that the basis tor skull discriminations was not as clear in the
skull exhibit as were the functions and methods of animism and shamanism.
In the latter case, reading one or two of the rather short labels in the religion
exhibit could have provided some of the necessary information measured in the
posttest. The labels in the skull exhibit, on the other hand, were more involved,
longer, and more subtle. Also, the vocabulary required in the religion exhibit
was simpler than that required for the skull exhibit. In any case, whether it
was the better design of the exhibit cases or the greater pre-exhibit knowledge
of the visitors, some learning apparently did occur for the E(NP) group at the
animism-shamanism exhibit.
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Sel .st, Recycling Syste s

The self-test, "recycling" system evolved from our observations that in various
replications of the E-Condition from 15 to 20 percent of the visitors who had
taken the no-feedback pretest were able to achieve very high posttest scores
(92-100 percent) without the use of any programmed systems at the exhibit.
While these visitors received no feedback or other knowledge of what answers
were correct or incorrect, the pretest experience probably helped define what had
to be learned from the exhibit. Apparently some visitors utilized this pretest
information to process effectively the exhibit information on their own without
the help of audio or other programmed materials. The majority of persons in
our visitor population, however, apparently needed the support of audio or other
devices to select and organize exhibit information relevant to the concepts
being tested.

Some cognitive approaches to learning have emphasized the importance of
prelearning orientation (Ausebel, 1968). The facilitative effects of adjunct mate-
rials, such as instructions, questions, and "advance organizers," have been
demonstrated in the learning and retention of prose (Frederick and Klausmeier,
1968, among others) Steinhorst (1968) reported that giving subjects the instruc-
tional objectives of an assignment resulted in significantly better learning and
retention of information on a fictitious map than a free-study group achieved,
and at least equal performance to that of a group receiving a programmed

sequence on the same information.
In the context of these studies the pretest experience in the museum applica-

tion constituted an "advance organizer" and pre-exhibit definition or objectives
which could have influenced the way that visitors assimilated, stored, and
retrieved exhibit information. In any case, the fact that some visitors were able

to learn simply by having the pretest experience suggested the possibility that
a pre-exhibit self-testing situation might be developed to facilitate later learning
from the exhibit without the need for the more costly programming of the
exhibit itself.

A difficulty with the use of the pretesting experience alone, however, is the
fact that relatively poor results were obtained for over 80 percent of the Ss
under this condition compared with the M and AQ groups. The use of a printed
set of instructions (E(I)-Condition) did not help, and the use of the booklet
pretest (E(B)) made no difference The results might have been improved by
the use of feedback during pretesting on matched criterion questions, although
this was not investigatecL
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Another possibility would be not only to provide some feedback during test-
ing but also to encourage the visitor to retest himself between successive exhibit
visits. In the E-Condition the visitor had only one exposure to the test situation
prior to visiting the exhibit. Additional exposures to the testing situation could
provide additional help in processing exhibit information, each self-test further
sensitizing the visitor to what he should look for in the exhibit.

The self-test, recycling system to be discussed here concerns this possibility.
The purpose was to provide a means by which visitors could test themselves on
criterion questions, study the exhibit in terms of the framework provided by
these questions, return again to the exhibit, retest themselves, and so on. Hence,
the terms self-test, recycling system. If visitors could learn from such repeated
self-testing, this would eliminate costly programming of the exhibit itself and
substitute the visitor's own information-processing skills to reach the same end.
Through successive self-testing, slower and less skilled persons might thus be

able to "discover" those characteristics of the exhibit which were relevant to
good test performance. This assumes, of course, that visitors would or could be
motivated enough for the goal of performing well that they would repeatedly
test themselves.

Experinunfal St dies

To evaluate such an approach, a coin-operated, self-test machine was developed
and tested, with several variations, in a series of studies in the Milwaukee
Public Museum and, more recently, in the Milwaukee Art Center (Silberglitt,
1972; Lakota, Screven, and Reis, in preparation). Figure 18 shows a recent model
of the device, as used in testing at the Milwaukee Art Center.5

The self-test procedures found to be most effective to date using this machine
may be summarized as follows:

(a) The test machine is placed near but not at) the reference exhibit area,
where visitors may freely approach it as part of their normal exploratory
activity. If they touch the machine, a projector turns on and a "come-on"
frame invites them to insert 10 cents to test themselves on the nearby
exhibit's topic. An -expert medal" (a gold-colored token with "MUSEUM
EXPERT" printed on it) is promised for a perfect score.

(b) Inserting 10 cents provides seven multiple-choice questions (from a
pool of 50 to 100 questions), which are interspersed with nonquestion
frames emphasizing that visitors can improve their scores by studying the
exhibit. The game ends with a final frame inviting the players to study the
exhibit and return to better their scores.

(c) Questions advance after each answer (regardless of correctness of
choice). A counter (upper right-hand corner ) registers 100 points for each
correct answer.

Moditiod from A i.oin-opewed commercial quiz game. This inachino has since been dis-
t ontintled thv manutactorer. llowevor. othor systems designed to perform similar 1tnç-
lieu' Ii ?mow ,11 v uurryntiv iii dovolopnwnt: 1 or information, write to thy author.
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(d) The machine dispenses a silver token (regardless of total score ) with
the message: "ONE FREE PLAY, STUDY THE EXHIBIT AND TRY
AGAIN." This free-play token, on all later games, is contingent on a score
above chance.

(e) If, in any one game, the player answers all seven questions correctly,
the machine dispenses the gold "expert medal," which may be kept or
used for replay.

The gamelike appearance and the touch-activated "come-on" frame attracts
the attention of passing visitors and encourages them to play. During play,
advance of the counter provides feedback concerning correctness of answers as
well as the final game score. The free-play token encourages the player to return
for replays between exhibit visits. The gold "expert medal," received for a per-
fect score, is intended to encourage repeated efforts to achieve mastery. It is not
expected that all players will achieve mastery before terminating the process.
But it is expected that many players will try and, in the process, will achieve a
higher terminal score than woOld otherwise be the case.

The initial prototype model (not shown) was similar in shape and operation
to the test machine shown in Figure 18. However, the earlier model and self-test
procedure differed in the following major respects: (a) there was no touch-
activated "come-on" frame or other interspersed nonquestion frames, (b) an
advance-on-correct mode was used in which questions could not be advanced
until a correct answer was made, (c) there were four topic selection buttons
which the player could use to select one of four question categories, and (d)
additional feedback signals accompanied correct answers (a green light and a
bell) and incorrect answers resulted in a red light, a buzzer, and a lowering of
points obtainable for the next choice. The extra feedback was assumed to be
necessary to sustain visitor cooperation and to provide corrective information.

Initial tests of the system utilized this prototype model at a general exhibit
area in the Milwaukee Public Museum covering the topics of evolution, heredity,
seed dispersal mechanisms, and animal age and movement. Four sets of 40
multiple-choice teSt questions were filmed for use in the prototype machine.
Each pool of 40 questions was Organized into successive five-question games.
The player could select one of the four topics on which he wished to test himself
by pressing the appropriate category button on the machine.

The test machine was placed about 20 feet from the reference area containing
information about the four topics. Preliminary unobtrusive observations of
visitor reactions, replays, and recycling were made over two-hour periods. These
initial informal observations indicated the following: the machine attracted both
younger and older persons to stop and examine it (or watch others play it);
about 30 percent of the passing visitors in the two-hour samples stopped; about
25 percent of these played it; more younger than older persons played it, but
the average age level appeared higher than the 14- to 15-year level of the pro-
grammed system_ Jescribed earlier; family and peer groups often played the
machine as a group. It was difficult to obtain exact data on individual recycling
activity or resulting perfor mance on questions. However, persons were observed
going to the exhibit area and returning with the free-play token to replay. Some
persons continued to replay without going to the exhibit. Use of the four care-
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gory buttons posed difficulties. Changing categories from one play te t-he next
was common and some persons changed categories during games.

These initial observations were followed by a more systematic stedy. The
category buttons were removed. The machine was preset to praert questions
over a single topic: heredity. A picture of the reference exhibit was prominently
displayed on the machine with the instructions: "STUDY THIS DISPLAY AT
THE EXHIBIT AND WIN AN EXPERT MEDAL!" Sample questions used in
this study are shown in Appendix F.

All data were collected as unobtrusively as possible by a single observer, who
stood near the area observing the movements of players who approached and
played the machine and recorded their game scores, etc. Not all persoos who
played in succession were selected for observation. Since it was very difficult
to follow the actions of family and peer groups, these were excluded. Also
excluded were children below about 12 years of age. Some players who had
been initially observed were lost track of in subs-equent plays and, therefore,
information about them has been omitted from the data to be presented. Per-
sons who replayed with 10 cents were also omitted. Observations took place
over approximately two-hour periods under relatively crowded conditions on
Saturdays and Sundays. The test machine remained on the floor when no
observations were being made, but was unplugged.

A total of 32 persons were observed through to the point at which they
either left the situation or achieved mastery. The results of these observations
are summarized in Table 6. Of the 32 persons, 15 (about 47 percent ) achieved

Total Did Not Replayed Scores Achieved
Type Avail. Return Without Returned

of for to Returning to Below Mean
Play Play Replay to Exhibit Exhibit 250 250-400 450-500 Score

100 Play 32 12 19 1 225

Token #1 31. 11 19 8 16 7 315

Token #2 16 3 5 8 1 8 4 365

Token #3 8 5 1 0 4 2 383

Token #4 4 1 3 0 1 0 2

Table 6. Numb of plays, replays, and scores obtained L.7r visitors at
the self-quiz recycling machine on the topic of heredity.

ry over four replays. One person achieved mastery on his initial (10 cent)
test. Six persons ultimately achieved mastery by taking successive retests with-
out visiting the exhibits. There was an increasing tendency during later replays
to replay without returning to the exhibit. Of the 31 persons who did not
achieve mastery on their first test, about 61 percent went to the exhibit prior
to taking their first retest. Everyone replayed the test machine with their first
free-play token. Six persons (81:-.2 percent) eventually quit with a free-play token.

Because ot the small sample, these results were tentative. But they were
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f4ufficiently encouraging for a decision to move ahead with further testing
of the self-test system. This study was difficult to evaluate and pointed up a
number of difficulties in achieving the objective of facilitating learning from
exhibits through repeated self-testing. The questions used were not as dependent
as they should have been on studying the exhibit, were too easy, and often
trivial. By taking the initial five--question test, it was possible to learn enough
to do better on the next five-question test which, in turn, taught more, and so
on. It seemed reasonable that the advance-on-correct procedure contributed to
this result- since it provided feedback on wrong as well as correct answers. In
fact, the feedback and advance-on-correct features made the machine into a
rather effective teaching machine capable of teaching independently of the
exhibit. Visitors gradually discovered this and, as may be seen in Table 6, an
increasing proportion stopped visiting the exhibit between games and simply
played the machine with successive replay tokens. It is difficult to say how
much of the score improvement that did take place was due to the actual exhibit
and how much to the teaching properties of the machine.

In a later series of investigations with more than 600 visitors in the Mil-
waukee Public Museum, Fazzini (1972) examined the effects of feedback,
expert medal, free-play tokens, and other variables on visitor performance in the
self-testing situation. These studies were conducted at the same priiiiitive skull
exhibit used in earlier investigations. A pool of 70 questions utilizing the
formats and objectives of the earlier studies was prepared for use in a modified
form of the self-test machine shown in Figure 18. Each game consisted of seven
criterion questions matched for each of the original objectives listed in Chapter

(page 29). There also was added a touch-activated "come-on" frame and an
end-frame suggesting that the player visit the exhibit to improve his score.

There is insufficient space here tor a thorough treatment of the results of
this series of investigations, which also included demographic data On-visitor
populations, viewing time data-, comparison of solicited and unsolicited groups,
and other observations. The reader is referred to Fazzini (1972) for a more com-
plete treatment of these investigations. We shall summarize here some of the
results pertaining to the self-test machine variables and their relation to visitor
persistence, recycling..-nd learning.

(1) A5 5s continued to replay the test machine, the percent recycling (visits
to exhibit between plays) gradually decreased trom about 32 percent after
the first play to about one percent (n 7=7: 31) otter the tenth play. Table 7
shows the mean percent recycling for the first 10 plays. Neither feedback,
free-ploy tokens, nor the gold medal incentive significantly affected the 32
percent recycling tigure. The remaining two-thirds of the visitors con-
tinued to play the machine without visiting the exhibit. Playing the self-
test machine apparently was reinforcipg in its own right.

(2) There 1\,'&-, a small but significant positive correlation (rxv -30,
p < .02) between the amount of recycling and the score obtained on the
last game before quitting (terminal score or TS) only for group MIN, which
received no recdk-Rk al ter answering questions, and no score. The only
knowledge they had as to how they were doing was whether or not they
received .1 tree-ploy token (which required three questions correct) or a
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Play
No. of
Players

Returned
to Percent Mean

Exhibit Recycling Score

1 500 170 34 285.2
2 331 106 32 302.3
3 183 43 23.5 343.7
4 128 31 24.2 369.5
5 95 17 17.9 409.5
6 75 14 18.7 433.3

7 60 11 18.3 451.7
8 48 7 14.6 465.6
9 36 6 16.7 481.9

10 31 1 3.2 530.6

Table 7. Mean score and percent recycling for first io plays at self-test
machine at skull exhibit (adapted from Fazzini, /5172).

gold expert medal (which required all seven questions correct ). For this
MIN group, the more visits to the exhibit between games, the higher the
TS (terminal score). The amount of recycling did not correlate with the TS
of those Ss who received any form of feedback from the machine (counter
scores, green light on correct, etc.). However, feedback did significantly
improve TS (see below), apparently because feedback was being effectively
used by the players to learn the required information from the machine.
The no-feedback players had no such advantage and had to utilize the
exhibit. Although not discussed by Fazzini, it seems worth noting that the
improvement in visitor performance resulting from the feedback condi-
tions may have masked possible effects of the exhibit visits on the TS.
In any case, the exhibit visits (recycling) added no more to the ability of
Ss to perform than did the information they received via feedback while
playing the test machine.

(3) Feedback conditions consisted of a maximum- feedback (MAX) con-
dition (bell, lights, buzzer, counter score for correct), an advance-on-correct
(AOC) condition (no bells, lights, or buzzers but question advanced only
after correct answer), and an advance-on-initial response (101) condition
(feedback provided by advance of counter score on correct only). All of
these feedback conditions resulted in higher TS. Figure 19 shows the
decrease in TS as a function of decreasing feedback conditions, including
the so-called MIN condition in which no direct feedback was available.
Shown are both TS and initial game scores (IS). Figure 20 shows frequency
distributions of TS for the three feedback conditions and the no-feedback
group." Note that for feedback groups, there was a sharp rise in the num-

" In the original Fazzini studies an additional feedback condition was run which placed
the self-test machine directly in front of the exhibit. There were no significant differences
in TS between this group and the regular AOC-Condition. For simplicity, this group was,
therefore, omitted from the present discuisions and is not slwwn in Figures 19 and 20.
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Figure t game scores and ter
each of four feedback conditions on s

inal scores for Figure 20. Frequency distributions of terminal scores for each of the four
machine feedback conditions on self-test machine (adapted from Fazzini, 1972).

ber of mastery level TS (600-700) and no such rise for MIN. Only two SS

(four percent) in MIN reached the 600-700 level, while 11, 12, and 13 Ss
in -MAX, AOC, and AOI (22-26 percent) reached these levels. As noted
earlier, TS performance of the MIN Ss depended upon the effective utiliza-
tion of the exhibit during recycling. But only about one-third or less of the
MIN S5 actually recycled. This might account for the lower mean TS of the
MIN group because at least two-thirds of these Ss were trying to answer
the questions with no relevant input either from the exhibit or from feed-

back.

(4) The use of feedback appeared to reinforce replaying the machine. All
feedback conditions correlated significantly with the number of replays.
The no-feedback condition did not. The number of replays did not correlate

with TS.

(5) Use of the free-play token was significantly correlated with replays
and with higher T5, which is not surprising. When tokens were omitted,
replays were few and TS was the same as 15. Fazzini investigated the
effects of lowering the criterion score required to obtain a free-play token
from 300 to 200 points (two questions correct). This did increase recycling
(from 16 to 26 percent), but unproductively, since there was no improve-
ment in TS. Since the no-token group had to spend 10 cents for all replays,
the replays for this group were, of course, sharply lower (mean 1.5
plays). However, in spite of cost, about one-third of the 50 non-token Ss
replayed at least once, one-third of these replayed a second time, and a
third of these played a third time. One 5 replayed five times (without
achieving "expert" medal).

(6) Use of the gold "expert" medal as an incentive for achieving a high
score significantly increased TS, as well as the number of mastery-level
(600-700) scores (Figures 21 and 22). These effects appeared to be inde-
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pendent of number of replays or recycling. Fazzini investigated the effects
of lowering the difficulty of obtaining the expert medal from 700 (all ques-
tions correct) to 600 (one quection incorrect), but obtained no significant
effects on TS. However, a breakdown of the 600- and 700-level scores for
the two groups showed that the 600 criterion produced twice the number
of 600-level scores and the 700 criterion produced nine (out of ten) 700-
level scores. Thus, making the mastery score more (or less) difficult did
not significantly alter the number of persons who attained it, but it did
appear to alter how much the players learned in order to achieve it. Appar-
ently the presence of a specific goal at some level was important. Thus, for
the no-medal group, only two Ss (four percent) achieved a TS above 500,
while 11 and 13 Ss (22 and 26 percent) working for the medal achieved
scores above 500. The TS (and IS) for the 600 and 700 criterion groups and
the no-medal group (n 50 each) are shown in Figure 21. The frequency
distributions of TS for the three groupc (figure 22) again show few 500-
level scores and a sharp increase in 600- to 700-level scores only for the
expert medal conditions.

(7) Fazzini reported that 14.6 percent of the unsolicited Ss in his studies
achieved an expert medal and required from 1 to 28 plays to do this
(mean = 6 plays). About 61 percent of these winners continued playing
ifter receiving the medal. It was reported that some Ss actually had to be
stopped or they might have continued indefinitely. The motivating proper-
ties of the test machine contingencies seemed clear throughout Fazzini's
investigations. It is noteworthy that the -slower learners" in the various
feedback and token groups who required 10 to 15 games to obtain the
medal spent from 45 to 60 minutes at the task with no apparent loss of
enthusiasm.

(8) While the sell-test machine was inoperative, mean viewing time in a
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predefined area of the skull exhibit (n = 66) was 19 seconds. Another
study (n 60) involved only visitors who first made eye contact with the
exhibit (about 60 percent of those passing during observation periods).
Mean eye contact time was 29.6 seconds. As Fazzini noted, it is doubtful
if 20-30 seconds is sufficient to "learn" any concepts presented by the
exhibit. Comparable exhibit time or viewing data for the self-test machine
Ss were not reported. However, Fazzini did report up to 72 minutes spent
at the exhibit (excluding machine time). From l'12 to 3 minutes were spent
at the machine per game. Total exhibit times were estimated to be from 20
to 40 times the viewing time when the machine was inoperative.

In subsequent applications of the self-test machine at the Milwaukee Public
Museum and the Milwaukee Art Center, modifications have included more
nonquestion frames encouraging use of the exhibit, an advance-on-first response
mode, and other procedures listed at the beginning of this chapter. Applications
of the self-testing procedures in the Milwaukee Art Center by Silberglitt (1972)
yielded posttest scores comparable to the use of programmed audio. However,
this study provided no data on percent recycling. More detailed comparisons of
the self-test recycling machine with other exhibit systems (audio, labels) have
been carried out in more recent investigations at the Milwaukee Art Center by
Lakota, Screven, and Reis (1974).

While these procedures resulted in the predicted recycling, the percentage of
persons recycling was disappointing. Other approaches to the basic self-testing
concept need to be investigated. Improvement in the machine procedures may
be possible through additional modifications. For example:

(a) removal of all feedback on individual questions, providing only a total
score at the end of each game;

(b) free-play tokens exchanged at the exhibit (from vendor) for replay
tokens usable at the machine, thus requiring return to the exhibit area; and

(e) more interspersed frames which encourage the use of the exhibit and
require answering questions concerning the recycling procedure.

Self-testing Wlthout Machines

Use of the self-testing strategy may not require coin-operated quiz machines
at all. Exhibit self-test questions could be printed on 3" x 5" or 5" x 7" cards
with self-scoring and feedback capabilities. There are available commercially a
number of simple, self-scoring materials which could be adapted for self-testing
purposes in museums. For example:

(a) Lateilt Image Response Cards: Questions can be printed on these
cards along with invisible markings for correct answers. Responses to each
question consist of marking over the appropriate answer space with a
special pen containing a nontoxic latent image developer. The pen leaves
an indelible colored mark for scoring purposes which changes color if
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ans er is correct, thus providing immediate feedback. Latent image
processes are available from several manufacturers.' Hendershot (1973)

provides an updated list of such systems.

(h) Overlay Cards (Figure 23A): These have overlays over answer spaces.
Responses consist of erasing the overlay over the chosen answer; printed
numbers or symbols appear which then indicate whether the answer is

Figure 23.
Thou-11141er(
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na QRS Responder (C).

iorrect. Other feedback cards provide small t bs for each answer; tabs are
pulled out to answer and colors reveal whether answer is correct.'

(c) Punchboards and Mechardcal Response Devices (Figure 23B and C):
Some systems utilire a stylus, pencil, or simple push buttons to punch
answers in precoded cards inserted in simple mechanical devices. These
systems are self-scoring. The small punchboard (Figure 23B) accepts a
4" x 6" card which contains answer choices that can be selected by punch-
ing them with a stylus. The stylus activates a light if choice is correct, or
will restart an attached start-stop audio cassette. In this example, the
answer card is coordinated with a "map" of an art gallery. Figure 23C

For example. A. 13. Dick Corporation Ccuir,il Scientific Company (CENCO), Docent C
Among others.
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tries 0 ['repot-idled Hiryi c.ud which is inserted into the push-button hokler.
Pressing a hutton imorhes a hole in the card ond advances the CA rd
answec cornicL This device can also be coordinated with a start-stop

u4 1 io CletUt

I or porpoi,ei, -1 implementing o ecycling strategy, such e,elf-ficorin8 sraems
mild guide the visitor, via appropriate questions, to specific exhibit information

and, through the immediate feedback and scoring, encoura2e the -visitor to
make productive use of this exhibit information.

I-or example, latent image quiz cards (with attached answer pens) could be
dispensed from coin-operated vendors located at exhibits, or provided in packets
to he taken along on exhibit tours. Each card would contain five to seven
quemons 4 ring pawl, Mar topics, answers to which had LO be obtained from
I he exhibit, in eries of exhihits. thilike the self-testing recycling machine situa-
tion, oscrs could directly match their por.sible answers to the exhibit's informa-
1 mn More answering. Thus, Illy questions i.vould require recognition rather than
recall,

Following each answer, color changes or other feedback on the card would
indicate ii the chosen answer was correct If hot, further choices would be nude.
in circler to encourage repealed elf orili to produce errorless card, an -expert
medal" or other suitable incentive could be made available by museum staff
tor a given number of errorless cards obtained from the same or from a variety

oxinbik.
Unfortunately, the ti.edback feature of these quiz card5 might also produce

the same effect as the feedback on the recycling machine, JiZ., encouraging
learning from successive quiz cards rather than from the exhibit! If the use of
5 LHi quiz cards is to facilitate productive self-study of the ochibit, then, ideally,
the exhibit should be the only source of information for achieving the high
score which the user is seeking.

floe way of achieving this would be to use a different set of questions and
test different exhibit information on separate quiz cards. This would reduce
the chances of the repeat user obtaining successive cards on similar information,
tilos removing the advantage of accumulating related information from card to
card. Thus, the exhibit would become the wily available reliable source for the
information necessary to avoid errors. If the visitor is adequately motivated to
avoid errors on any single card (in order to obtain mastery token, etc.), he must
"search" the exhibit for the necessary information, make comparisons-, identify
relationships, draw conclusions, and so on, This is the kind of activity which
is likely to lead to more effective utilization of the exhibit and to productive
learning.

It is interesting to note that such a system imposes a contingency which
avoold distinguish bete cii i!nquatc and inadequate observing behaviors. Thus,
the immectiate fc4 _ilack after a correct answer to a question would reinforce
the adequate 01:- rving behavior that lust preceded it, while the feedback
following errors ouhl i-iicourage changing the inaderitiate observing behavior
that preceded the errors. fiii the subsequent card consists of an entirely
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uew set there would bc little benefit from the pVeVieus eard';
feedback, excepl possibly .111 inIrnOved skill in observim and processing exhib5t
information. These possibilities are cturcmtly under investigation by the vvrittr,

Another way of avoiding the cumulative effects of repeated cittestion feed-

back would be to use quiz cords which do not provide feedback on individuml
quetions, For motivational purposes, a total score wou Id still he needed. This
would require -,orne means of scoring Lompleted cards, such a; card readers or
print-out systems, which would impose some expensive niechanica I complexitie!=i,
Also, no feedback response devkes would mean that adequate ard inadequate
exhibit observing behaviors could not he discr Main ated immediately after they
had occurred.

irs s_urninary, work still needs to be done to determine how best to aid visitors
to utilize tolprograirnilcd, furd exhibit information productively. Possibilities
include !-4,1 (=testing systems via aruomatcd, coin-opera ted quest ion nmc
self-scoring quiz cards, punchhoards, and visitor orienla non ancl goal-setting
srdocos discicm1 hel(Jw).

The self-test recycling machine studies clarified the importance of feedbac k
and achievement incentives such as the "expert medart for learning. Many
visitors vvere readily -motivated to repeatedly test themselves on exhibit crite-
rion qiitstioii' inch inveq L-nnsiderable lime and effort to achieve ;peci fie learning
goals. However, many visitors preferred learning the necessary ma terial fronn

the machine rather than t'rona the noninteractive exhibit. More systematic
irivestigaiion is needed to determine how this can be oyerconic for purposes of
obtaining visitor-exhibit interaction, and to establish more clearly the effects of
various self-testing systems on viO tor performance And their practicability and
cost-effectiveness in comparison with alternative approaches,

Visitor Orie a n arid Goal 5ettin

Add iticmal approaches fc helping the visitor make productive use of exhibits
includo: (a) pre= or pos texhibit orientation areas which p:ovide important
background concepts and perspectives and (b) goal-setting systeals for helping
the visitor to establish specific learning goals prior to entering an exhibit.

Orientation areas, adjacent or parallel to major exhibits or galledeg, could
contain interactive audiovisual teaching machines, computer-basecl displays and
response terminals, sound-slide presentations, single-concept snper-B car tridg:.e

film presentations, films, etc, As stated earlier, the recycling studies indicated
that the recycling self-test machine was highly effec tive in holding visitor
attention, often at the expense of the reference exhibit. In orientation areas

these attention-holding features of responsive_ machines, including computer-
based displays and response terminals, could be put to good usse in securing
the attention of visitors to sell-contained 5-15-minute self-instr liCtiOnal units
presenting overviews, important principles or historical perspectives, developing
technical or scientific procedures, perceptual sensitivities of importance in view-
ing art objects, attitudinal shifts, and so forth, When visitors a re exposed to
such materials either before or of ter visiting a rnalor exhibit or gaHery presenta-
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arkr round 10 uld help !hen, 4 )rg1ni7e, rem), ni ze, and rocess vvhat
they h aye seen or in ahoLit. to -;(`(- Fun her discussion Of SOITIL of these

will be found in Cha pier V.
Coal 90, ting may provide another import-al elemen t in helping visitors

1114e and process ex hibn or gallery informa tion more effectively. Results
inclilion F. comparisons in the ea dier skul I studies stizes Led that pre-exhibit

l arid lists c.71 instructional objectives added to the ahility of sonic visitors
to achieve high posttest score.i. If goal setting is important, the task is to
determine lamy yisi tors c,:in identify specific (learning) goals around vNhich they
can productively orgarliZC t heir exhibit explora tions.

Some uld .5,-;ay that identifying specific learning goals for the visitor would
necessarik, restrict his activities, Vita this need not be so, nor should it be. As
noted i n Clbaaptcr 1, an attractive feature of the museum is its lack of coercive,
structured s ySteins. The ability or the visitor to explore f reely and to personalize
his acti vitie s should be kept intac t so far as is possible.

Bot the t a5k Also k (c) help the visitor to make his explora Howl nrodn
has hecfn :ndicated, thi5 is less likely without some "purpose" for such

explora tions;; that is, %-vithout some kind of learning goa I, Such goals can be
made a valla:blo to the visitor irc various ways. The self-test recycling machine
was One Way of doing this, a ithough, in this case, the visitor could not choose
arnong altormiti-re qoals. Research is needed to establish sortie of the effective
conditions cand iimitat ions of- various possible visitor goal-setting procedures.

, Tro L-Pflurec7, a 'am filet; ot some of the possible approaches:

iitors could explore among visually presented topic "previews"
(cafeteria style) in rfluseum lobby areas. From these he could select which-
ever one he tvishes for more detailed examination at the appropriate
exhibits, A (ter selec king a topic-goal he would receive a map, a list of
lea rnin_g ob jectives, and, perhaps, some self-scoring quiz cards to help him
make productive use of the exhibit materials.

(b) \lit; itlirs COilld be prov ided a "decision- r " via a small computer,
%%di ich WU! d allow the yisitor to narrow down topic areas for possible
investigation, The computer presents a series of successively narrowing,
brancheid choices, each ending with 50'110 specific objective (lea rning tasks)
in the selected topic area along wi th necessary guidance materials. For
example, Figure 24 sho ws a successively branchirq series of choices
(decisio n tree) involving Indian paintings before 1900. The visitor even-
tua Ily s elect s an objective a t the leyel of detail he des ires. Having selected
the des ired level, he is then given several choi cc.; at this level. A ftei'
final choice, he receives a mop, along with other learning aides, In the
caf; of- controvcrsia I or altern4tive approaches and viewpoints on the
handlin g or specific topics, the branches could allow choices among these
alterna t iye approaches.

(c) Thc physical design of "exhibit spaces," arranged irk marelike fashion,
could alio p rov 1de d decision tree for the visitor to establish learning goals.
Upon e nteri ng the "maze," the visitor would nire,,e through a sequence of
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I'rcg F('. iii re(ent year,i in the tot nf prOriiui1ccJ I ca riling, responsive tea:hi np;
modlino;. tilit ( your; Iir illIrili tion in more formal educational and train-
ing ,atnat ions has led to the .,,,eneral acceplan ce of !inch tedmologies as a ba5is,
;it least in principle, for improving the efficiency of instruction. The pre5ont
'low, 11,is 111 lecl 110 question as to whether .rmdi systems might also be

for echRationa I and conw tunic at ion purposes in public ;icces,i environments such
,e; museur ns, oiis, botanical park 5 shopping c ewe r5.

'rile results of IN. Thuile, reported lierQ naVe indica ted that substantive learn-
ing carr occur in the public museum (one hype of public access environment
through the 1,50 of re.1,(nr;ivi2 sv5teni5 such ,AS audio cassettes and question-

n,wer dcvice-J; at exhibiL:,,
A re,.=-Tonsive exhibit i5 one in which the viewer, O-5 he proceeds through cad,

conceptual step, does not simply "look" at soniething, hut is required to respond
in !-iorne specilic inanner Lu tvhat he thinks he sees or understands, receivirg
correctional feedh.-uk about his response. A response or some sort iS important
because the a (lions necessary to answer a well-designed question direct the
viewer to thof-Je features of the exhibit (size, shape, color, order, etc.) whi ch
are important lin les in the new learning to be developed.

Through th e use of pre-posttests our experimental results suggest that a
inn scum exbil- it, or exhuh it ;y stein, can be subjected to the same kind of eval u-

tion in terms of terminal visitor performalWe OS any would-be instructional or
communication procedure, Data from the many museum vi5itors who partici-
pated under various exhibi t conditions sumest that the effectiveness of any
exhibit probably depends upon the Soule considera firms that determine the
effectivene5q of any instructional procedure; viz,, careful definition of tile
desired learning ounonles of the exhibit, cominunication of these goals to both
the exhibit designer and the would-he vkitur-learner, two-way interaction
between t learnt:. r (visitor) and the exhibit, freq uent feedback to define prog-
re,-; toeb:ard a goal, te5 ting and revision of the exhibit system based on actual
visitor per 10 nnance, and so on

In Chapter T we described the m us eu in as an att rack ve, open learning env ron-
ment, but our. with som 2 inherent problems. .vhich lower the likelihood that
effective conimunica ion and learning will take place within it, Among those
were heteremeity ot the in te-rcum audience, the absence of any particular learn-
ing goa I on which the visitor can base his cxploration, the essentially passive,
one-wav nature 01 inoq eNhibus, which are not, or cannot, he responsive in any

6 )
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dc%11,..vith these dill), 11111W; 111 three ways:

ill ol I I, to

(1) eniploying inlerat live or systems (tiiilititiartj and athlio)
t-vhich lotus the visitor'; attention through cessive steps toward a spe-
( ific learning moraine;

(2) employing Pre p 'tire the otitionle thedevn e,;
visihn's ednhit experieme in relation to predefined instructional ob
and

(3) use 01 .1 recycling proced ure, described in Chapter IV, in which a self-
tcHing devot measnred the learning that occurred, provided visitor; feed-
kick and motivation to devote the effort no-eary for karning, .7nd (theo-
retically al le,e,t ) ncemaged visitors to proress the exhibit information cm
their own.

Art( mil P lib 1- SItulicc,

The audiw. using the punk hhoorchaudio system to focus and control the atten-
tion of the visitor indicated that the system was most effective in attracting
the younger (helow 18) person and holding his attention. The system produced

Icaleing in at least half 01 thc participants and was able to bring
approximately -10 percent ot the participants to a mastery level (92-100 percent)
of posttest achievement.

It would not be correct to tonclude that it did thk with a representative
sample of all museum visitors, Only about 25 percent were adults and the data
were based only on those persons who tvere attracted by the test machine,
puuchboard,, !dgns, etc. Therefore, out population was, perhaps, a more -moti-
vated" group, more ready to cooperate and more ready to karn. But whatever
their characteristics, they represented .1 large proportion of the younger persons
who pas!,ed near the exhibit ale.15.

The use of overt responses to questions, via the punchboard, with immediate
audio and visual feedback tci correct answers, was initially believed to be neces-
sary to obtain the sustained atte;,tion and cooperation of noncaptive, voltuatary
visitors. 1-10vever, from comparisons of the so-called M and An conditions in
hoth the skull e\hihit and the aninli,an exhibit, this proved not to he so. The
use of the audio casettes without the punchboard and with the questions asked
vocally worked as well in producin high level posttest performance as having
the Lilies tions answered on the punchboard (Figures 8 and 9). Further investi-
p,ation is needed to determine if some kind of response device coordinated with
audio may be more effective in some situations. The present application involved
only a single exhibit and a simple set of objectives. Overt responding may be
ncr-;10,1 tor more complex discriminations, inure difficult questions, or when a
series of exhibits are involved over a longer time span.

The role of the questions themselves, when presented on thc audio cassette,
ako requires further study, although the results obtained in these studies
favored better performance when questions were used, Much needs to be done

6 I_
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) rties tit udio (re Chapter 1 iscussion of
au dim r pAge 7 hdv dt ive eck, viLl and without the use of attention-

rolling cItiftloos. 11n aticIu Sc ripn. used 111 the skull study were not well
iiitted to do this.

Most visitors exhibit( I little, if a ny, learning from the exhibit when they
had no ranch-II-Re device nd no pre-exhibit test or other knowledge of what
was expcted of them (the E(NI1) situation, Figures It and 17). This result does
not augur vell for those museum educators who believe that the static museum
display, if carefully designed and artistically arranged, will "communicate the
ideas contained therein to the interested visitor. There were no differences
between the normal pretest performance and the posttest performance of tHse
%vho had studied the skull exhibit vi theta aides or a prior pretest.

On the other hand, some learning did occur under these conditions (Study 6)
at the animism exhibit, although the results were significantly poorer than under
other exhibit conditions. The animism exhibit was more clearly related to the
requirements of the posttest questions, its labels were shorter and to the
po iu t, etc.

The latter result points up [he important role of the physical design of the
exhibit and its pertinence to specific instrmtional goals. Obviously, the physical
design, the simplicity of an exhibit's instructional goals, the clarity of its labels,
etc. can influence Whether some particular instructional goal will be communi-
cated (i.e., result in a measurable learning outcome). But, at best, the use of a
static display Ivithout predefined goals, discrimination responses, feedback,
orienting pretests, or the like will greatly limit the subtlety of the instructional
material which can be communicated and the number of persons who are likely
to profit from it. On the other hand, a well designed display, carefully tied to
instructional objectives, is likely to greatly simplif y the systems for helping the
visitor to process its contents.

Concerning the retention of the learning provided by the experimental learn-
ing systems, Study 4 attempted to determine if the learning that took place
under the WI, AO, and E conditions at the skull exhibit would be retained after
2 to 16 days. The results supported our expectation that the learning would be
retained. Each group maintained its previous level of posttest performance over
the to-day period.

In Study 3 the amount of learning that occurred while visitors looked at the
exhibit zoithout the audio or the punchboard was significantly facilitated by
taking a pretest (E and [(B) conditions). This was the case even though no
feedback or other knowledge vas given on pretests. From 15 to 20 percent of
the visitors who took the no-feedback pretest prior to studying the animism
or the -;kul I exhibits on their own achieved 02-100 percent posttest performance.

Although the overall ettectivenes5 of the pretest was less than when the
audio or punchboard devices were used (Figures 10 and 16), the pretest experi-
ence appal-ends, helped some visitors to process effectively relevant information
from the exhibit on their cnvn withorit benefit of programmed materials, audio,
etc. The pretest may have helped provide for these persons a specific instruc-
tional goal which then become the basis for studying the exhibit. For example,
having seen questions about ordering the skulls according to age, sonic visitors
subsequently examined the skull orders, and so on. However, it should be



01 It thdl ii ('\hiII,II till may not have played a role in these (Stilts

No (ontrol group, evp, run in which visitors took the pretest and then (alter a
c(imparable interval ot neutral al tivity) took the posttest ,,vithout visiting the

exhibit ft is possible that the improvement in posttest perfornhmce V.M; the
result or the protest and not the exhibit visit, although the lack of pretest feed-
back makes this

Providing a.isitors with An idea of what they were supposed to learn, what
to organi7e, eh', might also be aciomple,hed hy means other than a pretest,
Our substitution or n simple statenuent of objectives on a card in place of the
inetest (t_ondilion LW) is one such approach. This method also resulted in
si;nificant improvement over normal pretest performance,

These and other methods for providing exhibit "previews," pretests, and
instructional objectives and goals need to be carefully investigated. The "recycl-
ing" self-testing procedures discussed in Chapter IV are but some of many
possibilities here.

In general, the rsuIts of these studies support the position that to reach the

majority ()I ( aLual \';`;/tOr'-; to hrge piuhhi museums, and to extend the com-
plexity and depth of the exhibit information to this group, some sort of "con-
trol" over visitor "observim.,; behavtors" is necessary so that productive attend-

-rewarded" and nonproductive attending is discouraged (Chapter I),

Individualw.ed programmed audio-cassette tapes with or without a response
device is one way of achieving such control and a high level of terminal per-
formance in the majority of kisitors who participate.

Other possibilities for controlling such activities i dude the
systems described in Chapter IV, the use of portable response and self-testing
devices such as those described in Chapter IV, public access "teaching machines"
in orientation centers adjacent to main exhibit areas, interactive electroni
exhibits, computer terminals at or near exhibits, and visitor goal-setting systems,

P Respoli5T Dev_c

In Chapter IV the use of elf- .coring qui a cards with built-in feedback was sug-
gested as a simple, n nmechallical means of facilitating learning through
repeated self-testing, Such self-scoring cards (see Chapter IV for descriptions)
also could be used to present A short series of (caching frames to shape exhibit
discriminations around predefined concepts. Each frame could pinpoint visible
exhibit featuret; (shapes, colors, ages, 512._es, structures, names) and ask the user
to compare, relate, identify, name, choose between, or make some other
specific responsc%

Following the example given in Chapter IV, 5" x 7" cards could be dispensed
at e\hibits, perhaps From coin-operated vendors, or given out as part of exhibit
tours. Each card eould contain a series of question frames for a single conceptual
objective in the eN`.hibiL Or a pack of such cards could develop more complex
concepts utilizing a series of exhibits.

Another simple wav of providing for responding and feedback would be to
use, without audin, simple decrromechanical question-answer devices, such as
the punchboard of the present studies, or device.s SuCh as used by White (1967)

6 3



at the La lice I fall While WO accompanied our punchboard with
ccmidiiiatcd audio to provide a simple meanif, for attention control, Wv aid not
nvostigate tIm posf-Thle effectiveness of the punchboard alone. Theoretically, al

least, printed programmed response materials, without audio, should be .able
to yield good visitor performance when carefully integrated with exhibit
in formation.

There aro, on the educational and training devices market, an increasing, Mal-
her of low-cost, portable response devices which provide feedback and auto-
matic scorMg capability, A continuously updated list of such devices (as INUll 05
nonmechanical response and testing devicer;) may be found in Carl Hendershot,
Programmed Learning: A Bibliography of Programs and Pre5entation DCViceS
(1973). (See also Intelek, I 969.) Some of these devices would be readily adapt-
able to applications in riblic museum and gallery settings,

In Chapter IV a number of simple, self-scoring response devices were
described and Figure 23 shows examples of three of them. Some of these
response devices (e.g., the QRS. Responder in Figure 23C) serve only as an
inl'iwering and feedback-scoring unit for digestions which must be provided at
or in the exhibits themselves or in some other source. Other devices can include
the questions themselves, such as the ponchboard (Figure 2313) and others.'"

ft is important to distinguish between response devices that simply provide
feedback 3s to whether or not an answer to a question is correct and devicf7
that also provide a record of right and wrong answers. The former (feedback
only) devices simply give the user right-wrong signals (green light, tone, etc,);
the latter (self-scoring) devices, in addition to providing feedback, also record
every response by punching a hole, making an ink mark, advancing a seam etc.

A permanent record of visitor responses is important, not only _for program
evaluation purposes but also to motiwite the user to attempt as high a $core
as possible, incentives for high performariQ could be similar to those fused in
our recycling studies. For example, vi.5itOES obtaining a high score on the IBM
card of the oRs Responder could, if they wished, turn it in for an "expert"
token or other reinforcer found to be effective, Comparisons of the medal and
no-medal group:, in tiuc recycling studies indicated the importance of such incen-
tives in encouraging persistence and high-level performance (see Figure

Public Access Te. -hi

The results of the recycling studies indicated that learning from the machine
itself was more popular than utilizing the exhibit for learning. Two-thirds or
more of the par, ,cipants remained at the self-test machine for repeated replays.
Over 14 percent managed to achieve a mastery token without visiting the
exhibit. While this posed a problem when the purpose was to encourage learn-
ing from the exhibit rather than the machine, it suggests that responsive audio-
visual machines might be useful information resources in their own right. In
history and science museums, for example, they could teach important back-

5ce 1-Ionderdio 73).
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fIOhIiIiI Or t' yippleinentary information, fill i onceplual
in the e\lohil',. odeptli treatinents, present overviews of

,0 on, hi lU IL ,ilallery, they could help develop per-
ceptual sensitivities, develop social .01d hktorical perspel tlye!--, in art, k.at I, how

t.ibjcs ts ore made, ond so on,
linlike the rek hine, leaching mochin provide self-

contained nvarin holm1 pai kage, relAng to nearby exhibik hut operating inde-
pendently of them, 01 course, they would have to he located so that they
would not interfere or f onlpete with the normal viewing of inuseum exhibits,
perhaps adjacent to main exhibit i.11`4.:0`,.,, 5.crvins; simply as another area for
museum explorotion.

The teaching mochines ould intl ii of ably should, incorporate many of the
features cif the rec yi ling machine trCtlLitiit juestions, self-paced responding,
feedback, soring, lee tie. token and it needed, special "expert tokens for
high performance. Mony ot the quer lions, however, would be leading questions
designed to elicit discriminations, provide practice and step by step guidiance
toworcl 1 Jit lit learnifw, ohjectiee Learninic °bier tive:c, ot cout-e, would be
(milted to iouiti he reasonably achieved by short instiuctional pro-
aonii, id iron, 5 to 20 minuteff.

To de,iour,of,o rondoln playing ond holp meet operating costs, the machin__
((mid be coin-operated on tin liii play while Iree replay tokcni3 or free games
could tic earned for moderate scores to encourage replays for those who need
them Nlo,tery expert"' tokens for high perlormance might be necessary Cur
thc ond i,fele ditto, ult progronv;.

The costs 01 sii(ia devices, modilied for public acce!ro- would not be._ prohibi-
tive, and probably (mild be instilled in terms 01 the contributions which they

ild inaki2. A number of respOWAM adjvisuaI dCVICCS now on tho market
could IC ,u)optecl tor public acce!--,5 use in museums (see Flendershot, 1973). The
cock of custom-progrommed materials fOr lltie in such machines, however,
%%mild he high and perliap9 beyond thQ uurrent budgets of most nursemmi. Some
off-the-shell programs, or sections of programs, cuirently available from pub-
lisher, concern topioi which could rekte to various FrILUA.MAM exhibits, Pro-
grammed materials are oyallable on hundreds ol topics (Hendershot, 1973) from
ort history to atomic physics. iVlany of theie ore in booklet format, but could be
adopted for use in responsive oncUovisual teaching machines. The costs of
adapting stli, 11 on-the-shelf material; would be far less than cwitom-developed
materiak.

-five Ex1ibi15

The ctuhiec reported here limite,d to .anciovisual materials and adjunctive
testin, situations for use with fixorl, unprogrammed, unresponsive exhibits.
Visitor attention, questioning, responding, and feedbaLl< were all provided
independently of the exhibit itself.

Another possibility is to incorporato interactive teach ing-learning principles
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into the physkal theinsel. To do so, it would still be necessary to
&fine instriklionaf (dile, Lives, and arrange tentotive segnences of in-

uttional element!s, provide for vHitor responses, and arrange for stop progre5-
!jolt a0-41 leedku L, testing visitors at each stage.

.`icquencing, lesponding, and foodhat k could be built into the physical exhibit
itseli, with electronic firograminiup providing, the appropri,me sequenc-
ing ol lights, slides, panel movements, etc. Possibilities for presentation and
seinieining of questions irolude rotating question panels, slides, spotlighted
questions, audio, TV monitors, eft,:, Multiple-choice push buttons, when acti-
vated, would require a correct choice in order to advance the exhibit to the next
stage. Vorious parts of the exhibit could be coordinated with questions and
visitor responding via spotlights, moving panels, audio, color-coded areas, etc.
The exhibit and viewer might be linked together by means or stwill computer
terminals located at or near muin exhibit areas from which visitors could obtain
instrnctions, answer questions, onk questions, teSt themselves, etc. Interactive
exhibits obviously would hcs, expensive to build and to maintain.

As pointed out in Chapter l', push buttons, panel questions, or elaborate
inovir,g exhibit elements o I uicd by visitors do nol necessarily constitute on
effective exhibit in which learning is likely to occur. Most museum people are
f,nniliar with the frequent osc of buttons nd manipulative gadgets .15 part of
exhibits in science museums and technicol exhibitions. Unfortunately, in inter-
acting with these buttons and gad:gets, visitors seldom are required to discrimi-
nate between important elements in the display, much less receive differential

edback correloteel with eorrert rind inera reef responding. In fact, the visitor
behavior5 generated by these buttons seldom go much beyond the generation of
more button pushing and statistics showing that visitors are spending more
"time" at the exhibits.

We would worn exhibit planners against the careless use of buttons and
gadgets simply to provide resp r visitors. Responding is of no value
unless the response is in sonic wav related to understanding the exhibit's mes-
sage; that is, to the ability to compare or discriminate between objects, state-
ments, actions, etc. which relate to the exlnbit message. Buttons and other forms
of responding are helpful when they require the visitor to use exhibit infoi-ma-
tion correctly in order to determine winch of several buttons to press. The
bunon should then produce different results (feedir.ack) for a "correct" choice
(for example, advance of tapea green light, a changing exhibit panel) than for

rect" choices. In other words, the visitor should not be able to 'play"
s without approi-:iate attention to and unders;_anding of the exhibit. To

le sure that a visitor 'sees" what you want him to "sec," it is a great help to
ask him to do something, the effect of which requires that he has in Fact seen
Buttons are sometimes a convenient means of- doing this. But, if the purpose is
some kind ot instructional communication, we would discourage their use unless
tnev do perform this fiunction,

An interactive exhibit need not involve electronic gadgets. Interactive prop-
erties could be built into the arrangement of physical spaces. A5 an example of
suk.h a possibility, the author in ai recent paper (screven, 1974a) described on
interactive exhibit designed , is a !-;eries Of multiple "T-mazes." To quote from
this paper:



Conti Idit one-way interpr ive edithition arran as r II

mformahon e, presented u t ,, each of
whicb leads to a (Ilona' 11010, A di Junco point, 0 -toddling is clearly
spotlighted on the wall, No() alternative "answers," Cle the correct
answer requires the visitor to 1,1-Ivcatvely integrate the facts, lahols, concepts,
et.e. presented in the hall. 111 be chooses answer t, he goes down the path to his left;
if he chooses :111',Wel 2, 1.1l! dMVII Ow path to his light. Correct path', lead to the
next hall and a new 2-choiee 'queqinn building upon the information in the previous
hall. Incorrect paths lead to '''Oc.tod ends," which contain additional display materials
designed to "explain- ard io contect the error. The "dead end" would return the
visitor Via a tieparate path Lhadk to the original hall where he could again look at
the display materials and dtv quostion that he missed, Another possibility for
handling his return from +Ls "doad end" would be to provide at the "dead end"
area a second 2-choice, runiud011 t.foestion which, if answered correctly, would lead
the visitor back to the original hall, or if answered incorrectly, would lead back
again to the "dead end- areA,

There are many interestinte, ttinssibilities for de',iniiug exhibit spaces so that
path taken by the visitor will depend on his inderstanding" and effective

that of the display inalot.iols, Incthodti wonld tua-tvide similar kinds
'control- over visitor attention and learning as pr, tided by responsive elec-

tronic f..nd

Thc Po ntial Role: CO1P tPt 1tC15

Tho possihility to proyidhag prtiirinuincd, interactive exhibits raises the topic
of computers and the possi,ba' lies of going beyond the concept of programming
the communication of Cl , in a single display. The vast capabilities
of the computer rAities only for developing individualized
learning systems around individual dubits, but for harnessing the entire mu-
SCUM as an open, responsive, learning environment. With its vast memory
potential, itS capabilities for laigh-speed information retrieval and data pro-
cessing, and for problem solving and simulation, the computer has immense
implications tor realixing the full potential 'ii the museum as an open learning
environment,

'To date the computer's role in museums has been almost nonexistent. VVItere
it has been even consi i assion has centered on the computer's role for
record kecpin,,, and Actin listrattve functions. But the real potential of the com-
)uter's capabilities is .1. 011'0Cii()HIII device. Thus, the computer could anoN7
117c all of the resources pi the 111MCUM to meet the individual learning needs of
the visitor; it could converse with him, challenge him, test and evaluate him,
relate his interests to exhibiti, and help him explore their implications.

The computer, could not only provide direct instruction on particular topics
but could also develop the visitor's abilities for inquiry and investigation, using
the museum's exhibits as the framework for such activities. It could challenge
the visitor to explore the must-turn environment to achieve specific learning
goals and manage his movements And exploratory activities so as to MAxirilize .
the ahances or his achieving his goals. The computer could provide learning
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expel-ionic in its O\'i1 light [hal could develop new perspectivc ,u skills and
inten"os. I hi rnjiittr onkl simulate a politico! or .focial system or a histori-
cal event, requiring the visitor to ask .1 series ol questions, organize facts, apply
print iples, predict consequences, dist. over defects, evaluate decisions, and so
forth. It could even referee problem solving activity in simulated social, politi

ii, economn-mil tdhor siniolioir.. I hos, 0111pilter goes beyond the "teach-
ing machine" or programmed exhibit system because, unlike the ordinary pro-

set of finitegrammed learning situalion, tlw computer i5 not limited to a

weer response!, but can provide for "open-ended responses, carry out
dialogues, and so forth.

C011(711If.iiot15

In conclusion these exporimental investigations provide sonle support to the
idea that substantive, productive learning cao occur in the public museum and
that museum exhibits probably aro subject to the same kind of evaluation as

would-he instructional or ,..-0011!---ic.ition F;ystetth liVe would Hot wish to
concfade that the SpCC i hi= procedures employed in these studies, st.1J-1 as auto-
stop audio cassettes, punchboards, or self-testing machines, are the answer to
better museum communication. Some sort of control over visitor attending
behaviors apparently is needed along with better visitor motivation and oppor-
tunities for goal setting. But much investigation- hopefully experimentalstill
needs to be done on the uses of audio, visitor response systems, testing syster..s,
and the many other possibilities for facilitating learning in public museums.
File possibilities abound in the literature on museum behavior, but littk
has been done to systematically implement and experimentally evaluate those
many possibilities. (see Goldman, 1970, for a variety of possibilities reported at
o conference on museum science education.)

The critical need at this stage iS that experimental research is done. The
highest priority should be given to the development of practical means for
objectively monitoring the museum visitor and what is being communicated to
hint Some of these objective measurements will necessarily have to intrude on
the visitor's normal movements within the museum at various times. _Visitor'

measurement may include structured interviews, reing systems, and obje.ctive
testing formats with multiple-choice and matching questions. But also, hope,
fully, reliable and useful methods can be developed which are unobtrusive (we
Anderson, 1%8, and Webb et al., -1966).

But if this is to be done, museum administrators most find ways of encour-
agim; their st4119particularly those vvlio Work at planning .Lnd.. preparing oy,-.

hibits tor the public----to practice a inore directly empirical and experhoent,ll
approach as part of their regular efforts to find out what vi3itors actually do,

can do, after they have been exposed to their exhibitions and displays. Arc
important first step in tins direction would be for museum planners to become
more familiar with the existing facts and principles on human learning, human
motivation, and instructional systems design. The reference section includes

some basic introductory materials which may be helpful to the reader who
wishes to make a beginning in some of these areas.
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nil i,vor Throughout this nionor,raph, we have used the term ch-
nologv" iii wine( tion 1.,1( iIilit1iiv, teaching-feUning functions fl museums.
I-or many museum prol (Th!,1011,11.i, inusetiou;, the term -technol-
ogy- is Ma or plm_e. 'Iliere is concern that technology and gadgetry, for
ample, might overshadow the -sell-discovery" process presumed to be going on
for many museum ,itors. And might not technology change the emphasis of
many museums from -educational enrichment" to simply Ingh-class amusement
centel-,? The answer is that, indeed, it might (and in some cases already has).
Rut it is important to note that the "technology" of which we have been speak-
ing was not intended to mean a technology of gadgets, but a technology of
ankiljoii.,;; that is, a way of defining and implementing the instructional process.
If effective communication in mu.;eurns is accepted as an important goal of
museums, then this "technology" of analysis can be of help in providing a
systematic, empirical basis for analyzing and coordinating museum resources
fold media to assure that these resources do communicate wIrthwhile messages
to a reasonable proportion of visitors.



Appendixes

Appendix A

PUN CHBOARD QUESTIONS: SKULL EXHIBIT

The 16 questions on the skull program were used as a single sheet on the
punchboard. Each question was accompanied by the audio scrip t for the
NI-Condition ee Appendix By

THE PART OF THE 5KULL THAT CONTAINS THE BRAIN
15 CALLED THE AREA OF THE SKULL.____

BACK CRANIAL Q CEREAL 0 TOP

EARLY MAN 0 NEANDERTHAL MAN NEQ MAN

['RUE FALSE

4. ORE POINTED 0 LESS POINTED

5. 0 EARLIEST MAN_ 0 CRO MAGNON QHOrvlO ERECTUS

AME SIZE LARGER ALLER

AUSTRALOPITHECUS QHOMO ERECT- S EARLY MAN.APE

8,

- _

3 SMALLER LARGER 0 SAME SIZE

AVA MAN RAMAPITHECUS AUSTRALOPITHECUS

10 Q LARGER EVEN SMALLER

IT
_- --

SMALLER 0 LARGER

12

,
13.

,,
(..__1 NO PARTICULAR ORDER

0 THE OLDEST ON YOUR LEFT TO THE
MOST MODERN ON YOUR RIGHT

) THE OLDEST ON YOUR RIGHT TO THE
MOST MODERN ON YOUR LEFT

RAMAPITHECUS 0 NEANDERTHAL MAN AUSTRALOPITHECUS

14. HOMO ERECTUS C MODERN MAN ORAMAPIThEUS
15. -5NEANDERTHAL MAN AUSTRALOPITHECU5- D MODERN MAN

0 0
AUSTRALO;'1THECUS RAMAPITHECLIS RAMAPITHECUS

' LA PITH ECUS AUSTRALOPITHECUS AUSTRALOPITHECUS
:-.0r,,,10 LRECTUS NEANDERTHAL MAN HOMO E111.:C:1-- EI5

ANI-1ERTHAL MAN HOMO ERECTUS NEANDEJ,YHAL .-ifJ-
MODERN MAN MODERN MAN NA-Gni,i0.- rviAN



A U PIO SCRIPTS FOR SI( U1.1 STUDIES

1. Aud io 5cript, M-Conditiom.

We're going to find out about the Age of Man Exhibit. Look at Ow pan-els in
front of you, There are many skulls on the panels and they aren't all the same!
Some are different from others, The skulls have large white letters above
their heads. Look at the panel farthest to your right. The skull on that panel
has the large white letter A above it. That's the skull of Modern Man, the kind
of skull that people have today. Take a close look at Modern rvlan's skull.
The back of his skull and the part that is above the jawbone, and in back of
the eyes, is the part that contains the brain, That is called the cranial area

of the skull. Now answer question 71 on your answer sheet.

Good! The part of the skull that holds the brain is called the cranial area of
the kull. That's the back of the skull and the part that's above the jawbone
and behind the eyes. Take a good look at Modern Man's skull, The cranial
irea oi Moilern Mon's skull k large and makes up a big part of the skull. Now

,ok at the panel just to the left of Modern Man. That panel has a skull with
a large white letter B above it. The name of this skull is in large -white letters
at the top of the panel. What is its name? In question 2, name skull

Right! This is the skull of Neanderthal Man, Mode Man's most recent
ancestor. Neanderthal Man was the first form of man to have a brain of
modern Size. Since his brain was the same size as that of Moderri Man, vvhat
does that tell you about his cranial area? Compare the skull of Neanderthal
Man with thi t of Modern Man. Do their cranial areas differ very greatly in
size? Look closely at these skulls and listen very carefully because here comes
question number 3. Is this statement true or false? Since Neanderthal Man's
brain was about the same size as that of Modern Man, his cranial area !must
also ke almost as large as that of Modern Man,

You're right !The cranial areas of Neanderthal man and Modern Man are about
the same size. Their cranial areas are the same size because Neanderthal Man's
brain was about the same size as that of Modern Man. Even though Neanderthal
Man's skull is almost as large as that of Modern Man, it is shaped a little
differently. Take a close look at the shape of Neanderthal Man's cranial area.
Compare it with that of Modern Man.

Do you notice any difference in the way the backs of their skulls are shaped?
Look at the skulls of Neanderthal Man and Modern Man carefully and

answer question 4. Is the back of Neanderthal Man's skull more pointed or
less pointed than that of Modern Man?

Right! It is more pointed. Knowing that the cranial area of Neanderthal Man's
skull is both pointed in back is well as large in size are good ways to tell his
skull apart from the others. Now look at the panel to the left of Neanderthal
Man. Tha t is the one that has the skull with the large white letter C over it.
The nanw of that skull ic in large white letters at the top of the ponel. That is
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the sk till of Earliest Man. But there is a better, rnore scientific name for this
skull in sartall vvhite letters under Earliest Mart. To answer question 5, find his
sdentific naine

Good! The scientific name For Skull C is Homo Erectus. Hoirto Erectus was an
older forn--A of man than Neanderthal iVlan and his brain was smaller than
that oF Neonderthal Man. Compare the skulls of Homo Erectus and Neanderthal
Man, Look clooely at their cranial areas, Do they differ in size? Cornpare the
skulls and answer quest ion 6. Is the cranial area of Homo Erectus the same as
that of 1\let=andet'thal Man, larger, or smaller than that of Neanderthal Man7

That's right Since Honto Erectus is an older form of mar with a smaller
brain than that of Nleanderthal Man, his cranial area is smaller than that of
Neanderthal Man. Take another look at the skulls of Homo Erectus and
Neanderthal 1\441. Look closely at the shapes of irheir cranial areas. Do you
see the wa y the backs of their skulls are sh,7.ped? Ketice that the back of the
skull of Homo Erectus is even more pointe6 than that of Neanderthal. Now
we know that the skull of Bon-to Erectus is hod) smaller irt size and a little
more pointed iii brack than Nleanderthal Man's Look at brie, panel to the left of
Homo Erectus. The skull on that panel ha a large wl-Lie letter D above it.
The larger white letters at the top of thr panel tell yoc that this is the skull
of Near tvr an. Fut just 1 ike the skull of 1-10o)o &Laos. (here is a better, more
scientific name for Skull D than Near Via -1 Inswer coestion 7, find the
scientific nom for Skull -D.

Good! The scientific name For skull D is , nnopithecus. Try t ) p onc.arre
that. Australopithecus, Australopithe_als a vkly ancestr of roan who
lived even before Bono Erectus. boo! at the e,hibit. Werc :Itoing to compare
two skulls .agairl. This tirne we will compan.,. the cvanial area of Australop(th_cus,
the older skill, with tha t of Homo Frocius, the more recent sloilL Look closely
at the skul -N1 Australopithecus and Homo Erectus in the e-Khibit. In question
El, is the r-rania l area of Australopithecus smaller than that of Homo Erectus,
larger, or t he same size as that o f Homo Erectus?

Great! You got it right, Australopithecus is older than Homo Erectus ; therefore,
his brain vvas smaller, and Australopithecus had a smaller cranial area than
that oF the more rece nt flomo Erect-us.

Novv let's look at the panel to the left of the skull of Australopithecus. This
is the panel fart lie_4t to the left in the exhihit. Notice that thew is no actual skull
on tha t parwl, just the ou tilne of a skull with the large letter E above it. In
question 9, find the scientific name for skull E.

Good! The scientific name of skull E is Ramapithecus. Rarnapithecus is the
oldest ancestor of Man in the exhibit. He lived over 14 million years ago, and
his skull would be olde r than the skull of Australopithecus, but he lived so
long ago t hat -onlv a few bone fragments of Ramapithecus have ever been
found. The drawing of the skull on the panel is what we think he looked like.
Compare the drawing of Rarnapi thecus with the skull of his closest but more
recent relative, Australopithecus. If we actually had a skull of Ramapithecus
to compare witll that of Australopithecus, 110w do -you think their cranial areas
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1.yould di _r7 In question 10, shy uld the cranial area of Ramapithecus be
larger or even smaller than that of Australopithecus?

Right! Ramapithecus is older than Australopithecus and, therefoto, his cranial
area should be smaller. Look at all the skulls in the hibit and listen carefully,
euse here comcs question 11. In general, does a luore reocrit skull have a

smaller or a larger cranial area than an older skull?

Very good! More reccot forms of man had large brains and, therefore, larger
cranial areas than older ancestors of man. Look carefully at all the skulls in
the exhibit. Do you see holy they are arranged? In question 12, find the order
in which the skulls are arranged.

-That's right! The skulls in the exhibit are arranged in order from the oldest
on your lef t to the most modern on your righL For the next Few questions, try
to remember the scientific nanes of the skulls without looking up at the names
on the panels. In question 13, name the skill] that is older than Modern Man,
hut more recent than Homo Erecrus.

Good! Neanderthal Man came between Homo Erectus and Modern Nan._ Look
closely at !he exhibit. Find the skulls of both Australopithecus and Neanderthal
Man. In question 14, name the skull that is older than Neanderthal Man,
but more recent than A us tralo pithecus.

'You're right, The answer is Horno Erectus. You can tell HOMO Erectus is older
than Neanderthal Man and more recent than Australopithecus -because he has
a smaller cranial area than NC andcrthal Man, but a larger cranial area than
Australopithecus. This time, in question 15, name the skull that comes between
Hamapitherus and Homo Erectus,

That's right. Australopithecus comes between Rarnapithecus and Homo Erectus.
Now for one final question, see if you can remember both the names of the
skulls and their ages. To answer question 16, poke the hole over the list that
correctly names the skulls in order from the oldest at the top of the li t to

t he most modern a t the bottorm

Crea t! You d id very we! I. Now take your machine and answer sheet back
the attendant. Thank 'you for taking the p

2. Itnito !--;cript: 10-Cot tiiit,ot. (Wit (7v tuil pauses fojTou'iizs

oach qi ic hon. The putithboard wa5 not uset-L)

Ve're going to find out about the Age of Man Exhibit. Look a t the panels in
Front of you. There are many skulls on the panels and they aren't 411 the same.
Some are different from others. The skulls that we're going to talk about
have large white letters above their heads. Look at the panel farthest to your
right. The skull on tha t panel has the large white letter A above it. That's the
skull of Modern Man, the kind of skull that people hove today. lake a close
look at Modern Man's skull. The back of his skull and the part that is above
thc avyborte, and in back of the eyes, is the part that contains the brain,
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That i9 called the cranial area of the skull. Now answer this question: what is
the name of the part of the skull that contains the brain? (5-sec. pause.)

The part of the skull that holds the brain is called the cranial area of the
skull. That's the back oF the skull and the part that's above the jawbone and
behind the eyes. Take a good look at IvIodern Man's skull. The cranial area of
Modern Man's skull is large and makes up a big part of the skull. Now look
at the panel just to the left of Modern Man. That panel has a skull with a
large white letter B above it. The name of this skull is in large white letters
at the top of the panel. INhat is its name? Name skull B. (5-sec. pause.)

This is the skull of Neanderthal Man, Modern Man's most recent ancestor.
Neanderthal Man was the first form oF man to have a brain of Modern size.
Since his brain was the same size as that of Modern Man, what does that tell
you about Ils cranial area? (5-sec. pause.) Compare the skull of Neanderthal
Man with of Modern Man. Do their cranial areas differ very greatly in

noose.) Look closely at these skulls and listen very carefully
becaus: beic comes another question. Is this statement true or false? Since
Nerld ,thal Man's brain was about the same size as that of Modem Man,
his cranial area must also be almost as large as that of Modern Man. (5-sec.

pause.)

The cranial areas of Neanderthal Man and Modern Man are about the same
size. Their cranial areas arc the same size because Neanderthal Man's brain
was about the same size 41, that of Modern Man. Even though Neanderthal
Man's skull is almost as . hot of Modern Man, it is shaped a little
differently. Talee a clec o a: the shape Neanderthal Man's cranial area.
Compare it with that of Modere, Man. Do you notice any difference in the
vay the backs of their sleulls are shaped? Look at the skulls of Neanderthal
Man and Modern Man carefully and answer this question: Is the back of
Neanderthal Man's skull more pointed or Iess pointed than that of Modern
Man? (5-scr. pnuse.)

It is more pointed. Kn- ig that the cranial area of Neanderthal Man's skull
is both pointed in well as large in 5 ize is a good way to tell his skull
apart From he othern. Now look at the panel to the left of Neanderthal Man.
That is Lhe one that has the skull Nith the larger white letter C over it. The
name of that skull is in large white letters at the top of the panel. That is
the skull of Earliest Mar. But there is a better, more scientific name for this
skull in small win te letters under Earliest Man. Find his scientific nam (5-sec.

pause.)

The scientific name for skull C is Haile FEC'd tr.. Homo Erectus is an older
form of man than Neanderthal Man and h k brain was smaller than that of
Neanderthal Man. Compare the skulls bf liono Erectus and Neanderthal Man.
Look closely at their cranial areas. Do they di ffer in size? Compare the skulls
and answer this question. is the cranial area of Homo Erectus the same as
Neanderthal Man's, larger, or smaller than that :of Neanderthal Man? (5-ser.
pause.)
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Since Homo Erectus ic an older form of man with a smaller brain than that of
Neanderthal Man, his cranial area is smaller than that of Neanderthal Man,
Take another look at the skulls of Homo Erectus and Neanderthal Man. Look
closely at the shapes of their cranial areas. Do you see the way the backs of
their skulls are shaped? . Notice that the back of the skull of Homo Erectus
is even more pointed than that of Neanderthal. Now we know that the skull
of Homo Erectus is both smaller in size and a little more pointed in back
than that of Neanderthal Man. Look at the panel to the left of Homo Erectus.
The skull on that panel has a large white letter D above it. The large white
letters at the top of the panel tell you that this is the skull of Near Nan. But
just like the skull of Homo Erectus, there is a better, more scientific name
for skull D than Near Man. Find the scientific name for D. (5-sec. pause.)

The scientific name for skull D i5 Australopithecus. Try to pronounce that.
Australopithecus. Australopithecus is a very old ancestor of man who lived
even before Homo Erectus. Look ot the exhibit. We're going to compare two
skulls again. This time we will compare the cranial area of Australopithecus,
the older skull, with that of Holm) Erectu, the more recent skull. Look
closely at the skulls of Australopithecus and Homo Erectus in the exhibit. Is
the cranial area or Australopithecus smaller than that of Homo Erectus, larger,
or the same size as that of Homo Erectus? (5-sec. pause.)

Australoritheous is older than lomo Erectus, therefore his brain
and Australopithecus had a smallor cranial area than that of the more recent
skull, Homo Erectus. (5-5cr. pause.)

Now let's look at the panel to the left of the skull of Australopithectis. This
is the panel farthest to the left in the exhibit. Notice that there is no actual
skull on that panel, just the outline a a skull with the large letter E above it.
Find the scientific vault' for skull E. (5-5Cc. P11!:".)

The scientific nan e ti kull E is Ramapithecus. pithecus is the oldest
ancestor of man in he exhibit. He lived over 1 uilLui years ago, and his
skull would he older t!:an ib skull of A us tralopithecw, qut he lived so long
ago :hat only a f-w bone ; iagmentc ;it Ramapithecus have been found. The
drawing of the skull on the rr wh -it :ye think h, looked like. Compare
the drawing of Ramapithecus with the skull closest but more recent
relative, Australopithecus. If we actually had a skull of Ramapithecus to
compare with that of Australopithecus, how do you think their cranial areas
would differ? Should the cranial area of Ramapithecus be larger or even
smallrr than that of Australopithecus? (5-5ec, pause.)

Ramapitl.:::us is older than Australopithecus i°,nd therefore his cranial area
should be smaller. Look at all of the skulls in the exhibit and listen carefully,
because here comes another question. In general, does a more recent skull have
a smaller or a larger cranial area than that of an older skull? (5-sec. pause.)

More recent forms of man had large brains and therefore larger cranial areas
than older ancestors of man. Look carefully at all the skulls in the exhibit. Do
you sec how they are arranged? Find the order in which the skulls are arranged.
(5-sec. pause.)
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The skulls in the exhibit are arranged in order from the oldest on your left to
the rnost modern on your right. For the next few questions, try to remember
the scientific names of the skulls without looking up at the names on the
panels. Name the skull that is older than Modern Man but more recent than
Homo Erectus. (5-sec. )Iause.)

Neanderthal Man came between Horno Erectus and Moder vian. Name the
skull that is older than Neanderthal Man's, but more ei_ent tian that of
Australopithecus. (5-sec. pause.

The answer is Homo Erectus. You cart tell Homo Erectus is older than Neander-
thal Man and more recent than Australopithecus because he has a smaller
cranial area than Neanderthal Man but a larger cranial area than Australopi-
thecus. This time, name the skull that comes between Ramapithecus and Homo
Erect us . (5-sec. pause.)

Australopithecus comes between Rarnapithecus and Homo Erectus. Now for
one final question. See if you can remember both the names of the skulls and
their ages. Try to name them in order starting with the oldest. (5-sec. pause.)

Ramapithecus, the skull farthest to -your left, is the oldest. Then comes
Australopithecus, Homo Erectus, Neanderthal Man, and finally Modern Man,
the most recent skull. This concludes our program on the Age of Man Exhibit.
Please take your machine back to the attendant. Thank you for taking our
program.

3. Audio script: AQjw -Condition. (Sane as a love, except that there
ac) pauses between questions.)

4 Audio-Nar AN-Conditiom ns were removed.)

We're going to find out about the Age of Man Exhibit. Look at the panels in
front of you. There are many skulls on the panels and they aren't all the same!
Sorne are different from others. The skulls that vve're going to talk about have
large white letters above their heads. Look at the panel farthest to your right.
The skull on that panel has the large white letter A above it. That's the skull
of Modern Man, the kind of skull that people have today. Take a close look
at Modern Man's skull. The back of his skull and the part that is above the
jawbone, and in back 9f the eyes, is the part that contains the brain. That is
called the cranial area of the skull.

Remember, the part of the skull that holds the brain is called the cranial area
of the skull. Take a good look at Modern Man's skull. The cranial area of
Modern N/Tan's skull is large and makc s. up a big part of the skull. Now look
at the panel just to the left of Modern Man. That panel has a skull with a
large white leter B above it, The name of this skull is in large white letters at
the top of the panel.

This is the skull of Neanderthal Man, Modern Man most recent ancestor.
Neanderthal Man was the first form of man to have a brain of Modern size.
Since his brain was the same size as that of Modern Man, what does that

o
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tell you about hi cranial area? Compare the skull of Neanderthal Man with

that of Modern Man. Do their cranial areas differ very greatly in size? Look
closely at these skulls and listen very carefully.

The cranial areas of Neanderthal Man and Modern Man are about the same
Their cranial areas are the same size because Neanderthal Man's brain was

about he same sk?.c s that of Modern Man. Even though Neanderthal Man's
skull is almost as large as that of Modern Man, it is shaped a little differently.
Take a :lose look at the shape of Neanderthal Man's cranial area. Compare it
with that of Modern Man. Do you nonce any difference in the way the backs of
their sku;!s are shaped? Look at the skulls of Neanderthal Man and Modern Man
carefully The back of Neanderthal Man's skull i5 more point-A. Knowing that
Ow cranial area of Neanderthal Man's skull is both pointed in back as well as
large in size is a good way of telling his skull apart from the others. Now look
at the panel to the left of Neanderthal Man. That is the one that has the skull
with the large white letter C over it. The name of that skull is in large white
letters at the tor of the panel. That is the skull of Earliest Man. But there is a
better, more scicntific name for this skull in small white letters under Earliest

Man.

The scientific name for skull C is Homo Erectus. Homo Erectus is an older
form of man than Neanderthal Man and his brain was smaller than that of
Neanderthal Mau. Look closely at the size of their cranial areas.

Since Homo Ereetus is an older form of man with a smaller brain than that of
Neanderthal Matt, his cranial area is smaller than that of Neanderthal Man,
Look closely at the shapes of their cranial areas. Do you see the way the backs
of their skulls are shaped? Notice that the back of the skull of Homo Erectus
is even more pointed than that of Neanderthal. Now we know that the skull
of Homo Erectus is both smaller in size and little more pointed in back than
that of Neanderthal Man. Look at the panel to the left of Homo Erectus. The

skull on that ponol has a lar!,le white letter D above it. The large white letters
at the top of the panel tell vou that this is the skull of Near Man. But just like
the skull cif Homo l.rek tu-;, there is a better, more scientific name for skull D
than Near Man,

The scientific mum for skull D is Australopithecus. Try to pronounce that.
Australopithocus. Australopithecus is a very old ancestor of man who lived
even before liemo Ere( tus. Look at the exhibit. We're going to compare two
skulls again. This time we will compare the cranial az,:a of Australopithecus,
the older skull, with that of I lonm Erectus, the more vet ent skull. Look closely

at the size of the skulls of Australopithecus and Homo Erectus in the exhibit.

Austmlopithecw, i; ()idol- than Homo Erectu5; therefore, his brain was smaller,
and Australopithecus hod o smaller cranial area than that of the more recent
skull, Homo Erei tus.

Now let's look at the panel to the left of the skull of Australopithecus. This is
the panel tarthest to the lett in the exhibit. Notice that there is no actual skull
on that panel, just the outline of a skull with the large letter E above it.
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The scientific name of skull E is Ramapithecus. Rarnapithecus is the oldest
ancestor of man in the exhibit. He lived over 14 million years ago, and his
skull would be older than the skull of Australopithecus. But he lived so tong

ago that only a few bone fragments of Rarnapithecus have ever been found.
The drawing of the skull on the panel is what we think he looked like. Com-
pare the drawing of Ramapithecus with the skull of his closest but more recent
relative, Australopithecus. If we actually had a skull of Ramapithecus to (.011°
pare with that of Australopithecus, how do you think the size of their cranial
areas would differ?

Ramapithecus is older than Australopithecus and therefore the cranial area of
Ramapithecus should be smaller. Look at all of the skulls in the exhibit.

In general, more recent forms of man had larger brains and therefore they Had
larger cranial areas than older ancestors of man. Look carefully at all the skulls
in thc Do you see how they are arranged?

The skulls in the exhibit are arranged in order from the oldest on your left to
the most modern on your right. Try to remember the scientific names of the
skulls without looking up at the names on the panels. Which skull is older
than Modern Man but more recent than Homo Erectus?

Neanderthal Man came between Homo Erectus and Modern Man. Now, wo.
skull is older than Neanderthal Man but more recent than Australopithecus?

Homo Erectus came between Australopithecus and Neanderthal Man. You can
tell Homo Erectus is older than Neanderthal Man and more recent than
Australopithecus because he has a smaller cranial area than Neanderthal Man
but a forger cranial area than that ot Australopithecus. Which skull comes lv-
tween Ramapithec us and Homo lirectus';'

Australopithecus conies between Ramapithecus and Homo Erectus. Can you
remember the names of the skulls and their ages in order starting with the
oldest?

Ramapitherus, the skull farthest to your left, is the oldest. Then came Australo-
pithecus, Homo Erectus, Neanderthal Man, and finally Modern Man, the most
recent skulL This concludes our program on the Age of Man Exhibit. Please
take your machine back to the attendant. Thank you for taking our program.
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Appendix C

PRE-POSTTEST QUESTIONS' A ' 1SM-SHAMANISM

Following are criterion pre-posttest questions and other instructions as they,
appeared on the MTA Pre-Posttest Machine in the animism exhibit. Questions
appeared, one at a time, in the viewing $tvindow of the test macoine (Figure 6).
A floor pad switch in front of the machine activated a circuit so that picking
up the phone would initiate the audio instructions and subsequent events
(see text). The statement "Please picic up the phone for quiz instructions
remained in the viewing window when machine was not in use_ Leaving the
machine, after a short delay, reset the program to its beginning (to the in-
structions to pick up the phone).

T'leuSc Pick- Up tlw P It*Ir4 r-15

79

What is your age?

A. 10 years or iess
B. 11-13
C. 1448
D. 19 years or over

How if

A. 6 grades or less
B. 7-9
C. 10-12
D. 1 or more y ars of college

An example ol Il5l t -mid he:

A. The bolief that the sun and the ir
B. Belief in a single supreme being
C. Denial of the spirit world
D. Obeying the rules of the church

Vliat is a functio- shamart2

A. Weave cerernoni l robes
B. Bury the dead
C. Prepare medicinal herbs
D. Contro the spirits

Miloted7

have spirit po

.4sfrologi

A_ Astronomy made simple
B. A new me., ns of communicating with the spiritq
C. A corru-ticn of religious beliefs
D . A form of divining the future

7 9



Divination tecInti are:

A. No longer in existence
B. Almost extinct except For
C. Still popular in rnarty areas
D. A new fad

primitive tribes

NIethlters t ht. False Face 5ocir 11( ,

A. Monotheistic
B. Animistic
C. Atheistic
D. Anti-theistic

Which of the folio

A. Tea leaves
B. Playing cards
C. Shells
D. All of the above

croz be used Os a means of divination?

FaLq. FOL I' 5 ciety is part of the reli.Oous Irthilti

A. Hopi Indians
B. Pueblo Indians
C. Iroquois Indians
D. Menominie Indians

ludian "Hort 0nd Why

A. Hunting and fishing
B. Relationships between n
C. Arts and crafts
D. The heroics of the Chief

Id

, wildlife, and people

What i5 the leader of spirit workshop cc rewoies Hod?

A. Chief
B. Head Man
C. Shaman
4. Spiritual Leader

Tf:e relationship Iwtvicen Auiu i5fli and Shaminism is; Stich that:

A. Shamanism is necessary fot animism
B. Animism is necessary For shamanism
C. One always goeS with the other
D: There is no relation5hip between the t o

You've finished the quiz nov%,t

Thank you.
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Appendix 0

PuNCHBOARo QUESTIONS: ANImiSM-SHAMAN1

The li-question sheet used with the pv, board on the animism-shamanism
program, (For audio setipt, sice Appendix E.)

-
SIMPLIFIED TOM OE ASTRONOMY
NEW MEAN* OE COMMUNICATING WITH SMITS
CORRUPTION OF KEEIGIoUS BLLIEFS

OA FoRM OP ENYINIK THE FUTURE-
°AN INNOVATION OE THE zofh CENTURy
°PRACTICED THOUSANDS OF yEARS AGO
nA NEW FAD

3. 9 NO LONGER IN EAl.,TENcE ALMosT EXTINCT

OSTILL MoDERATEEY POPULAR

4. ()RATTLE 0 SPOON 0 BOWL
5. 0 FAIRy STORlE 0 -1LD WIVES' TALES

0 HOW AND Wf-ly FTORIES

mmicINE mASKS C) FALSE FAcTs VOODoo FAcE5
-- --

7. ) CHIEF OR HEAD MAN
n SHAMAN, MEDICINE N4AN. OR PRIEST
0 FAVORED VAVE

8. (-) ANIMISTIC POWEARS )SUPERSTITIOUS POWERS
()LEGENDARY l'Ov\IERS

c) BELIEF fN ANIMAES
L) 8E41E1 THAT AEL 081Eur5 PoSSLS5 SpIRITS
0 NIEDICINE CULT

0 STRENGTH, Q,TERTILLTy (7) DEATI10.

I . ()TELL THE PLOVEL TO pLEAy. T1IE
()SETTLE EIGH I S 4--nvrIN muEs

ENTERTAIN THE c:IREE

81



Appendix E

AUDI() SCRIPTs FOIL ANIMISM- SHAMANISM

I. Audio script used with the punchboard (MCondii

50 secs. _c3F mvic -"Age of Aquarm "

I'm sure you've heard those lines before. And yok probably know that they're
referring to astrology. But do you know what astrology is? Look at the astrol-
ogy magazines in case 1 They're in the middle and near the front. Notice that
label beneath them. The label says astrology is a form of divining the future,
What if astrology? Answer question 1 by poking the hole in front of the answer
that best describes astrology.

That's right, Astrology is a form of divining the future. That means i4- is a way
to predict the futureit's a type of fortune telling. But how long ago was it
developed? is it an innovation of the 20th century? Or was it practiced thou-
sands of years ago? Or is it a new fad? For question 2, poke the phrase that
tells how long ago astrology was developed.

Right. Astrology is thousands of years old. It was first developed by the
Chaldeans in 2000 B.C. and has continued to exist up to the present time, Ate
there sonic other familiar divination or fortune telling techniques in this case?
Look to the left of the astrology magazines. Playing cards, a crystal ball, and
tea leaves Are all items that are still used today to predict the future. Are divina-
tion techniques no longer in existence? Or are they practically extinct except
for some primitive tribes? Or are they still moderately popular in many areas?

In question 3, find to what extent divination techniques are used today.

Yes, many of the objects in this case are still used today to predict the
In fact, those small wooden symbols on your right in the front of the case are
quite popular as divining tokens in Southeast Asia today. There are also a lot
of le,4'-n items in this ca5e that you might not be familiar with. Look at those

'lop shells in the middle of the case and read the label carefully.
: What are these shells used for?

There iKed as a rattle by the Kwakiutl Indians in spirit worship ceremonies.
Look at the ;op picture on the right side of the back wall. Like all other people
the Indians %Acre concerned with the relationship between nature, wildlife, and
penple; the relationship of human chai:.,-teristics to living things. They told
stories about these things they didn't understand. What are' these stories called?
Are they fairy stories, old wives' stories, or "how and why" stories? Thart;
question 3 -what ore these stories called?

Right. They are called -how and why" stories because they explained the how
and the why of things the Indians didn't really understand like rain, thunder,

-kness, and death. They believed that spirits t:ontrolled all these things. Look
at the rest of the pictures on the right side of the back wall. They show how
the spirits were Called upon I Or rain by the Hopi Indians a5 well as for prosper,

8 2



ity and advice in war. Now look to the left of the pictures. See those red and
orange wooden masks? The Iroquois Indians carved these rna_ks from a living
tree AS a part of their religious custom. Look at the label next to these masks
and see if you can find what they are called. Ill question 6, poke the hole in
front of the correct name for these Iroquois masks.

They are called False Faces and they are worn by the Iroquois Indians in cere-
monies to drive aWay evil spirits. Every adult male Iroquois Indian --/as a mem-
ber of the False Face Society. Each member of the False Face Society went
alone Into the forest and fasted until he had a vision ot a spirit. He then carved
the face of this spirit in a living treemd later made a mask out of it. But even
though every member of the False Face Society wore a mask and took part in
the.ceremonies, only one member of the tribe was the leader of the ceremonies
to drive away evil spirits. This was also true of other Indian tribes. Only one
person was the leader of these ceremonies, and it was his job to control the
spirits. Look at the exhibit title on the right side of the back %volt. What is this
leader called? Is he the Chief or head man? Is he the shaman, medicine man
or priest? Or is he the favored brave? In question 7, find the name of the leader
of the ceremonies.

The leader is the medicine man, priest, or shaman, and his job is to control the
power of the spirits. This form of religion, in which one person has the power
to communicate with the spirits and tell his people what the wishes of t-hese
_spirits are, is known as shamanism. And the leaders are shamans. So far we've
been calling the powers that the shamans controlled spirit powers, but they
have a fancier name. Look at the exhibit title again. Do you know what these
powers are called? Are Hwy called animistic powers, superstitious powers, or
legendary powers? Answer question ;7; by poking the answer that tells what
theSe powers are called.

Aaimistic powers are vhat they aro called. And the shomons c ntrolled these

animistic powers so that the people didn't feel quite so helpless or frightened
by them. But what exactly are these animistic powers and what does animism
mean? Look at case 1 on your left. This tells 115 about the form of religion
known as animism. Whot is animism? IS it a belief in animals, a beitel that all
objects possess spirits, or a medicine cult? Question 9 is: kNhat is animism?

Animism is the belief that all substances, objects and phenomena possess spirits.
Look at the objects in the upper right of this case. Can you see some of the
things believed to have spiritual powers? Some of the best examples shown here
of objects having spiritual qualities are the sun, the moon, the wind, and
thunder. According to animistic beliefs everything ii; Spiritual, even mountains.
Look at the Japanese shrine on the upper left. It shows a mountain which the
people believed was, a spirit mountain. Remember the Iroquois False Face So-
ciety? Like many other Indian tribes, the Iroquois believed in many spirits,
especially spirits of the forest:like treesond animals, and spirits of nature like
wind ond thunder. The Iroquois religion, therefore, is based on the belief that
all substances, object-s, ond phenomena possess spirits. What is this form of
religion called? Answer question 10 by finding the correct name for the belief
that oll stabstanco.:., objects ond phenomena posseqs spirits.
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pie t ul ety k ti It-test MIL= in her

A. conlain
[3. Were discovered hy Dar i

Are ahvays dominant
D. Are always recessive

nk-c,

Accorchng n, all dome,,tic luckens

A. -Iwo strains
i. t he red jungie fowl
C. fiiheria

United `..-)1.ates

The exhibit tifIe5 which plant and animal forms to h,redity?

A. Witch hazel shrub and Irish Elk
B. Roses and chickens
C. Roses and dogs
D. Flowering peas and cats

-1 oily discovered gene!-, after he had

A. 511: lied the Yokohama cock
B. 3tutied eye color
C. Crossbred flowering pea
D. Noticed blending of characterDicf-J -F roses

GeneL, v,ere recently found:

A. To be absent in patients with cancer
To contain nucleic acid

C. To he lacking in the tobacco plant
D. To hi. n-de up of- chromosomes
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